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To the R E A D E R.

I N C E inquiries about what is TRUTH, in matters of

) religion, are become more common than in ſome paſt times;

the author of the following diſcourſe has been induced to attempt

a delineation of truth itſelf, as that which alone contains a ſafe

anſwer to all ſuch inquiries. But as every perſon in the world

&as an intereſt of infinite importance in the anſwer to the queſtion,

what is truth 2 ſo it became neceſſary, in a diſcourſe of this

kind, to conſult the circumſtances of the lower rank, as much the

anoff numerous part of mankind; and yet each, equally with

others, intereſted in the contents. Accordingly, as the utmoſt

plainneſs, and the utmoſt brevity, were neceſſary, to accommodate

to the apprehenſions of the unlearned, and to the outward abi

Iities of many who are not able to buy a large book; ſo, on every

branch of this extenſive ſubječ, the author, knowing of no trea

tiſe on it but the bible, has only endeavoured to exhibit the

ſhorteff, and moſt ſtriking ſcriptural light. If his deſign of bre

vity, in favour of ſuch as may incline to purchaſe, a book, has

prevented his illuſtrating ſome paſſages, ſo much as, perhaps,

would be agreeable to ſome; he only deſires ſuch readers to give a

little more careful attention to the genuine import of what is

written ; and that every one would ſuſpend his cenſure, till be is

ſure of the ſentiment ; for though the ſentiments, if they are

contained in truth, need no favour, nor fear a cenſure; yet, if

not, though they may find favour, no cenſure can be unjuſt.

Truth, in the ſenſe of the bible, has an almighty patron ; if the

following meditations are, as they are pretended to be, illuſtra

tious of that truth, and ſo may be uſed to ſerve its purpoſe; the

view of their publication is abundantly anſwered.

PLAIN FIELD, in CoNNEcTicut,

September 1, 1765.

ANswek.



ANswer to PILATE's QUESTION,

WHAT is TRUTH

John xviii. 38.

H E Jews had two matters of capital indiétment, againſt Jesus

of Nazareth, viz. that he held himſelf equal with God ; and that

he ſtiled himſe f a king. The former they ſaid was blaſphemy,

and ſo a breach of their law, to be puniſhed with death. The

latter, they were now fond to hold for treaſon againſt Caeſar.

They knew Caeſar cared not for inſults on their law, and they cared as little

for inſults on his, only when it ſerved their caprice to take notice of them.

So, their civil polity being yet entire, they arraign, try, and adjudge to death,

its divine author, on the firſt indićtment ; but, perhaps, from conſciouſneſs

of envy, as the ſole reaſon of the proceſs, they felt too weak for execution;

ſo determined to drop that ſuit, and arraign him on the other indićtment,

before Pilate, the Roman governor ; not doubting but he would be zealous

to avenge the treaſon capitally in favour of his maſter. And, though they

could not alledge overt atts in evidence, they preſumed that his verbal pre

tenſions, with the unanimity and weight of their clamours, if they did not

fully ſupport the charge, would oblige Pilate to judge, and proceed to exe

cution ; either to quiet the tumults of his government, or to prevent their

accuſing him to Caeſar, on a point ſo likely to embroil his character, and

endanger his commiſſion: For where there is deſign, which can't be ſerved

by truth, recourſe muſt always be had to intrigue and ſtratagem. However,

hoping to attain their deſire, in the death of him, who was the occaſional

ſource of torture to their conſcience, and ſave themſelves the pain of being

ſelf-condemned executioners, they commence their ſuit before Pilate ; who,

on finding it manifeſt, that for envy only they had delivered him, declined im

bruing his hands in innocent blood ; declined alſo the diſmiſſion of the priſo

mer, becauſe of the heat and weight of the national tumult; ſo delivered him

back again, to be judged by his accuſers ; who replied, (31ſt verſe) that they

had no ſtatute concerning treaſon againſt an earthly ſovereign, on which to

ground the proceſs. This began to open the accompliſhment of what jeſus

had ſaid, fignifying to his diſciples before hand, that the death he ſhould

fuffer, was very different from any originally in uſe among the jews, 32 verſe;

hat the jews ſhould condemn him to death; but that he ſhould be delivered

up to the Gentiles, to be executed in the heathen manner, on a croſs, (Mat. xx.

17–19) that he might fully ſuſtain the charaćter, and endure the puniſhment

proper to the baſeſt of men; for there was no other death ſo notoriouſly curſed,

as that, of hanging on a tree chiefly in uſe among the heathen. And as the

bulk of thoſe whoſe charaćter and puniſhment he bore, were heathen, or

Gentiles;
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Gentiles; ſo mercy, deſigned the manner; and the place of his death being

without Jeruſalem, ſhould be full of promiſe to thoſe of all nations. Pilaře

then reaſſumed the affair; having firſt aſked his divine priſoner, if he really

was “ the king of the jews”? In anſwer to which our Saviour intimates,

that if he aſked it for the private ſatisfačtion of his conſcience, it ſhould be

anſwered accordingly ; but, if with reference to the depending proceſs, he

ſhould treat it differently, 34 verſe. Pilate, affronted at the low-lived hint

about his conſcience, as a ſpecimen of the hated religion profeſſed among the

jews, anſwers in ſcorn, “am I a jew,” that I ſhould have teazy trials with

my conſcience # 35 verſ. Our Saviour then, plainly enough, lets him know,

he was a king ; but of ſuch ſort, and in ſuch connection, as never need to

alarm his fears in regard to Caeſar; for, as if he had ſaid, “ Cz/ar's is a

• this-world's kingdom; mine is intirely of another nature; ſo no way

infringes on Cºſar's claims; this is evident to obſervation; for theſe my

diſciples are the ſubjećts of my kingdom, and you ſee they have no wea

pons of blood ; they take no meaſures, privately or publickly, to avenge

this uſage of their prince, 36 verſe. No, Pilate º my kingdom, is intirely

a kingdom of truth; and ſo intirely of a different nature from that, for

whoſe rights you may be jealous. The true ſtate of the caſe is this ;

truth, which is characteriſtic of me, and of the kingdom I hold, has been.

baniſhed in its power and dominion, from men; ſome diſ uieting hints,

reaſſume its influence and dominion: Now I was born, and came into

the world on this only deſign, not to interrupt earthly powers in their

proper ſpheres, but to exemplify the nature, and aſſert the rights of ba

niſhed truth; and in ſpite of the oppoſition of worlds, to reinſtall it, in

its own native dominion and authority, in the hearts of my ſubjects: And,

this, inſtead of injuring, ſhall infinitely ſerve the true intereſts of men, and

never interrupt them in their worldly rights.

“As this is the nature and defign of my kingſhip, ſo all, who ačt on my.

principle, and are influenced by my views, i.e. are of the truth, regard my

inſtrućticns, and obey my laws, without the leaſt injury to earthly ſove.

reignties, or any ſecular intereſts, 37 verſe. Nay, to the advantage of

:
can be fixed on me, in fact, or deſign.”

Pilat E, teazed with the perfect nonſenſe of the ſcheme, and with the

mere enthuſiaſm of its author, can ſtand to hear no more; but turns off in a

pett, with only, tauntingly, ſaying, “What is truth "By all this, Pilate

can't be ſuppoſed to ſuggeſt a denial of truth, in every ſenſe; but to hear

talk of truth, under the notion of a kingdom, or, principle of human domi

nion, is abſurd to him. But why is his temper roiled at naming it f only

becauſe ’tis a natural office of conſcience, to feel and teſtify of ſuch uneaſy

conneétion with it; it naturally makes men who hear of it, more diſturbed.

and unquiet, than they are at other things, which they view as equally fooliſh.

or impoſſible. Which ſuggeſts to us,

1. THAT there is an uneaſy conſciouſneſs about truth, natural to man

kind. The very firſt inſtance of this kind, is hinted, Gen. iii. 7, in theſe.

words, “ and the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew ” i. e.

that moment they became conſcious, of what was true, viz. “ that they were

naked :” That their garment of righteouſneſs, in which they were happy

before, and by mean of which, to behold divine glories was bliſsful, is totally

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -gones

-*

about it only, remain in the conſcience; but under all diſadvantage, to,

them, much every way. So that, not the leaſt reaſon of your jealouſy,
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gone. Now, therefore, as conſcious of deep and univerſal contrariety to ree

titude, which they view as the only objećt of their dread; the dreary ſhade of

a lonely thicket, becomes conſonant to their feeling, rather than the open

grounds of the garden ; only becauſe of what their conſcience knows is al

ready true, and of what may further in a dreadful manner prove to be true, on

their being diſcovered. The language of this uneaſy conſciouſneſs about

truth, then was, and exačtly the ſame ſtill is, conceal as much as poſſible,

what is already true, and by every device, avoid what further may prove ſo.

Our firſt parents acted out the dićtates of this uneaſy principle; and every

individual of their natural deſcendants, ever have, and ſtill do, on all like occa

fions of conſciouſneſs about what is true, or may further prove ſo, by mean .

of divine light, which occaſions are almoſt continually occurring, copy over,

from the ſame principle, that original condućt of their firſt parents. Only

this is at the bottom of all, lying, excuſing, evading, done to conceal, or ex

tenuate what is known to be true, or to avoid what is feared of the ſame

kind. Only this, keeps multitudes iºn coming to the light, and produces

the reaſons daily alledged in excuſe for it. The whole bible has this ſtate

of all men, full in its eye; and gonſtant obſervation ſupports the charge.

Eſpecially when, to eaſe this inward unquietneſs, we ſee perſons trying with

good will, to diſprove or weaken the ſenſe of their moral conneétion with

thoſe two perſons who firſt ačted it out. -

2. THAT truth, about which there is ſuch an uneaſy conſciouſneſs

among men, has no kindly entertainment with them; nor are they ever, from

mere choice, in heart or life, ſubject to its genuine influence. Nay, that

habit of contrariety to it, which moved the firſt perſons of mankind, to hide

from Gop, is ſuch, that to avoid or oppoſe it, as condemning them, they

naturally become worſe for hearing of it. To this habit, Jesus CHRIST

refers direétly, john xv. 22—25, and ſays, “if I had not come, and ſpoken

to them, they had not had ſin.” For he ſpoke and exemplified truth to per

fećtion, and indeed did nothing elſe —and the very eſſence of fin, is aver

ſion, or contrariety to truth. Such averſion they had, and maintained, while

the ſon of God made truth ſo manifeſt, that they had no cloke at all for

averſion to it; yet averſe they will be; which the judge of all things affirms

to be from mere hatred of what he ſaid and did : For ſays he, “ if I had

not done among them, the works which no other man did, they had not had

iſin; but now have they both ſeen and hated, both me and my father.”

And all this, he ſays, they did, in front of what their own bible had forewarned

them was, and would be the nature of men againſt truth, viz. that they

would hate it without a cauſe: So this is the habit ſtill of every perſon born

into the world; but is moſt remarkably verified in thoſe, who by the goſpel,

have moſt advantage to gain ſome light to their conſcience about truth. All

men readily entertain, and yield to the influence of all that they get any

notion of, as agreeable to them ; yet it was an old complaint, and is of

divine authority ſtill, “.. no man receiveth his teſtimony.” See John i. 11;

and iii. 11, 32. Acts xxii. 18.

3. 'Tis evident then, that the proper habit and bias of every perſon in

the world, is the reverſe of truth. Men are ſuch as Iſaiah ſtiles, “ chil

dren of tranſgreſſion, a ſeed of falſhood”. To this character the inſpired

pſalmiſt bears witneſs, when he ſays, “ the Lord looked down from heaven,

upon the children of men, to ſee if there were any that did underſtand and

£eek God”; and the reſult of that divine inquiſition, was, “no, not one”.

Upon
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Upon which the apoſtle relies, Rom. iii, for evidence, that all men in the

world are concluded under fin, and ſo all guilty before God.

4. That the deſign of Christ's coming into the world, was, to break

this empire of faithood, and to eſtabliſh a kingdom of truth among men.

The devil acquired the charaćter of a liar, by not ſtanding in the truth, but

failing from it, and ſo became a proper inſtrument to inſpire human nature

with the only principle of falºozd; diſpoſing a creature to queſtion, debate,

invalidate, and ſet aſide what God ſpeaks, which muſt be true ; and when

'tis evident that God ſpeaks, what he ſpeaks is equally evident truth. This

is the only principle in the world, which obſtructs the word of God ; is the

only ſeed of unbelief, and root of all diſobedience. The firſt-born of this

principle, is ſelf righteouſneſs; for exactly as much as is taken from the

authority of God, is always put to our own importance: And ſo fin is com

plete. The effect thence ariſing, always wears the motto of the father of

hies, Gen. iii, importing, “ has God indeed ſaid ſo * “Can it be, that he

means ſo f" And after conſulting private views, the concluſion as certainly

turns out to be equivalent to this, “ ye ſhall not ſurely die”, as the inquiry

aroſe from ſelf-love, or was ſtimulated by the uneaſy conſciouſneſs about

truth. This principle, which is notoriouſly in all man, and by which the

relation of every perſon in the world to its inſpirer, is determined, gave

occaſion to the chriſtian advent, and is direétly pointed at, I jobn ii. 8.

“For this purpoſe was the ſon of God manifeſted, that he might deſtroy the

works of the devil.” And, of courſe, they all who are governed by this

principle, and eſpecially they who are induced by it flatly to deny revelation,

or againſt light to corrupt it, muſt periſh.

'Tis evident then, that the views of Christ, centre in two generalobječts, ſºil. t

1. To detect and lay open to view, this univerſal dominion of the prin

ciple of falſhood, as giving ſpring to ſentiment and conduct, and ſo giving

chara&ter to the whole world; that ſo it may be certainly known, ſooner or

later, to individuals, without exception, that God only is true, and every

man a liar ; and ſo, “the glory of the Lord, ſhall be revealed.”

2. To ſhew forth, and diſtinguiſh the nature of truth, as it is the dire&

reverſe, in every point of view, to the principle of all men; and by makin

deep inroads on the empire of the univerſal principle, to eſtabliſh a king

dom never to be moved, whoſe nature, ſpirit, character, and fruits, in per

fe&t conſiſtence with his own, ſhall be truth itſelf. So getting a people to

his praiſe, a peculiar people, by delivering captives. Of this Daniel bare

witneſs, when he ſaid, “ in the days of theſe kings, ſhall the God of heaven

ſet up a kingdom, which ſhall never be deſtroyed 3–it ſhall break in pieces,

and conſume all theſe kingdoms, and it ſhall ſtand forever.”

Question. But why is truth repreſented by a kingdom *

ANswer. 1. Falſhood can't be an original principle; its notion is rela

tive, and imports the reverſe of pre-exiſting truth. But creatures, which

are the proper, yea, the only ſubjects of government, were in being, and

ſo ačtually ſubject to government before ever truth was perverted. The

government, then, which all ſorts of creatures, were originally made ſubjećts

of, and for which ſubjećtion they were all calculated, was a government, or

kingdom of truth. Truth, therefore, is the original principle of all domi

nion ; and all proper or conſiſtent dominion, derives from it, as its fountain,

equally inexhauſtible as the Deity. Falſhood, naturally, is the perverſion of

. this principle of dominion; or, as to its influence, confiſts in dominion,

deriving
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fleiving from a principle which has no truth in it; conſequently no truth,

ean be in any ſubject, part, branch, or effect, of its extenſive empire. In

this ſtate of ſubjection to perverted government, creatures were viewed, when

the ſon of God was deſigned to become their governor. The government,

then, to which he was deſigned, as far as ever it takes place in this world,

muſt conſiſt in reverſing the ſtate of things in the perverted government.

And this could only be done by making truth known again, and by it re

ducing ſubjects to its allegiance ; which, as it is the deſign and effect, of the

proper operations of CHRIST, determines his whole ſyſtem to be, in the

ſtrićteſt propriety, a kingdom of truth. And, as this, in its general nature,

is the ſtate of things, for ſubjection to which, men were originally made ; ſo

no one of them can be happy, 'till reduced to it, nor then, can fail to be

fo. For this reaſon, the relative characters, redeemer, and reforer of paths to

dwell in, are proper to him, whoſe is the Kingdom of truth. -

ANswer. 2. Only truth, which is ever conſiſtent with itſelf, can beget,

or govern moral ſubjećis into conſiſtency with the author, nature, and deſigns

of moral government. But theſe, being the unfailing virtues of truth, de

termine its influence, to be, with perfect propriety, deſcribed by a kingdom

*f truth. Therefore, as abſolutely diſcriminating its nature and virtues,

Christ himſelf ſays, “ the truth ſhall make you free.”

WHAT then, ſhall we underſtand, is truth P. -

ANswer. Truth, is natural ſelf-conſiſtency:---Or, it is that, which, from

its own nature, in all caſes, times, and views, is conſiſtent with itſelf.

Now if that which is true, in the moral ſenſe, is always conſiſtent; and

that which is confiſtent, in the ſame ſenſe, is always true, which is obvious;

'tis eaſy to ſee, that their reſpective abſtraćts, viz. truth and conſiſtency, are

of equal import. If it be ſaid, that two villains, ačting in concert, are con

fiſtent one with the other, in their views and courſes ; it may alſo be ſaid, in

the ſame ſenſe, they are true to each other. But I aſk, are they, or is either

of them conſiſtent 2 or are they not each, moſt inconſiſtent, even with him

felf, with what he knows to be right, or, with the natural dićtates of his con

feience f is he not inconfiſtent in his way, with his own happineſs, and with

every view of his duty and real intereſt, publick and private, temporal and

etermal But then, ſurely, neither they both, in their way, or either of them,

in this conneétion, can be ſaid to be either true or conſiſtent, in a moral

fenſe. But it may be ſaid, 'tis true, that the old prophet lied to the man of

God, 1 Kings xiii. Was it therefore conſiſtent In anſwer, I aſk, was the

lye true : No! Is the bible, then, only true, in ſaying that he lied—?

doubtleſs; but then the bible is alſo, in the ſame thing, very confiſtent.

That which is true, is right and good ; why : The anſwer is, becauſe it

agrees every way, with that by which any thing can be determined to be

right and good. But this is exactly the idea of conſºftent. The trueneſs of

all things, not directly, & ſine mediis, produced by divine agency, is owing

to the intervention of means, or ſecond cauſes ; but ſo is not the abſtraćt,

truth itſelf. Therefore, if truth itſelf is conſiſtency, it muſt be natural con

ſiſtency, or ſuch conſiſtency as is neceſſary in caſe of an original. 'Tis as

eaſy to ſee, that if truth is natural conſiſtency, or conſiſtency in original,

it muſt alſo be natural ſelf-conſiſtency; for this plain reaſon, viz. becauſe

there can be nothing to alter that which is abſolutely an original. Now

truth, or falſehood, muſt claim title to the character of ſuch original. Falſhood

cannot, as is obvious from its evident nature, as has been obſerved; it be

coming
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coming what it is, by its contrariety to ſomething elſe, viz. truth; which

deterrines the pre-exiſtence of truth. Truth, therefore, muſt be the only

abſºlute original; and ſo, not only conſiſtency itſelf, but the only natural

ſuſ-conſiſtency. Ali which may be thus briefly repreſented :

1. If it is impoſſible that any thing ſhould be inconſiſtent in its firſt

original: Then every thing in its firſt original, muſt be conſiſtent, or true, in

reſpect to itſelf and its connection; which can only be with futurity. But 'tis

manifeſly impoſſible, that any'thing ſhould be inconfident in its firſt original:

Therefore, every thing in its firſt original, muſt be conſiſtent, or true, in the

ſenſe above deſcribed.

2. If any thing, true in the above ſenſe, can be conſidered as a firſt original;

that original muſt alſo be ſeen to be ſelf-confident. But ſuch a true thing,

may be conſidered as a firſt original; for indeed nothing elſe can be ſo con

fidèred : Therefore, that ſime thing, muſt be ſeen at the ſame time, to be

ſelf-conſiſtent. For there can be nothing to marr, or mend, a firſt original.

3. Such original, or natural ſelf-confidency, muſt be truth itſ f. For,

i. If not, there could be no truth, in the origination of any thing. And

of conſequence,

2. TheRE can be no truth at all now, in any thing or being whatſoever.

Nam contrarium a contrario ex ſurgere non pot ºff. Truth, then, is natural

ſelf-conſiſtency.

Let us now enquire what inſtrućtion the point thus proved affords us.

1. Does it not evidently follow, that truth can be found only in God. For

God only is abſolute original to all things. “Thou haſ created all things.”

Rev. iv. 11. Again, he only is perfectly conſiſtent in every point of view.

“Thou art good, and doeſt good,” and tho’ “there is none good but one,

that is God;” 'tis as true, that “there is no unrighteouſneſs” in him. Of

conſequence, He only is naturally ſelf-conſiſtent; or ſelf-conſiſtency, and ſo

truth in the abſtraćt. Therefore Moſes ſays, “He is a rock, his work is

perfect; all his ways are judgment;” and as deſcribing his effence, ſays, “ A

GOD of truth, and without iniquity, juſt and right is he.” . The Pſalmiſt

confeſſes him, in the ſame point of light, “Into thy hand I commit m

ſpirit—O Lord God of Truth.” Therefore his word, which is the.#
fion of himſelf, is truth in the abſtraćt, “ Thy word is truth,” I john xvii.

17. And the ſon of God could ſay, “I am the Truth.” and yet he was the

expreſs image of his father. But if God only, is the being of truth, then

truth is not in man, but every man is a liar; and as a ſubject of government,

is nothing elſe. Which ſhews the pride, ſelf-ignorance, and atheiſm, of all

men, as heartily diſowning this, their true character, and habitually arrogating

that of God; It ſhews alſo, that only they are of the truth, who own their

I. ſpot, which is that of liars; for only by knowledge of God can we

now ourſelves. “In thy light we ſee light.” Whereas they who walk in

darkneſs,-lye, and do not the truth at all. I john i. 6. -

2. AND as a conſequence from what is above inferred; where ſelf-confi

ſtency, or truth, as in its own original, is found, there muſt of neceſſity be

every divine perfection. For if it is true, that wiſdom, power, juſtice, love,

&c. ačtually are at all; then theſe true things muſt be contained in truth

itſelf. Here it may be ſaid, 'tis alſo true, that there are many falſhoods, and

by the ſame way of reaſoning, theſe alſo muſt be contained in truth. To

this any one may anſwer and ſay, tho' 'tis blaſphemous to ſuppoſe falſhoods

in God; yet ’tis eaſily reducible to the ſame high crime, to ſuppoſe any
falſhood
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falſhood does net, equally to its evident degree of falſeneſs, as evidently

pre-ſuppoſe, and ſo in ſtrićteſt ſenſe neceſſarily imply the præ-exiſtence of

truth, as characteriſtick of God. For there can be no idea of falſhood, but

in referrence to truth; its ſelf, conſiſting totally in the want of, or contrariety

to truth in that caſe. So that falſhood, in the ſenſe of morality, in every

caſe and degree, yields, by implication, equal evidence of the prae-exiſtence

of thoſe particular truths denied by it, and to which, ſuch denial gives both

nature and name. But the reality or trueneſs of things, good in themſelves,

muſt belong to natural truth, as evidently as their actual exiſtence. For,

from what ſhould the natural virtues of truth derive, ſuch as wiſdom,

power, righteouſneſs, &c. but from truth itſelf? Nay, if 'tis true, that all
ſuch aſcriptions, as the works of nature, or the words of the bible,#. to

GoD, are really and truly exiſting; then 'tis as evident, they are ſo many

real truths; #. evident, they are derivatives from, and ſo certain evidence

of natural or original truth. Indeed, if God is ſelf-conſiſtent, andº
natural ſubjećt of that charaćter, and the only notion of natural ſelf-confi

ſtency, and ſo of truth, neceſſarily implies all ſorts and degrees of natural and

moral excellency; then all theſe belong to the nature of truth itſelf, and muſt

be where that is. . -

3. By what has been ſaid, we ſee clearly what is the appropriate charaćter of

God, viz. Truth itſelf in its own perfeót original; and that he, excluſively

claims every natural virtue and property of truth, with the execution of all its

rights. And accordingly conducts, withoat exception of the leaſt inſtance,

holding himſelf, for his only rule, in creating, governing, and diſpoſing of

every thing; from the higheſt ſeraph to the loweſt emmit;É. the ſhining ſun

to the minuteſt duſt. Of conſequence, neceſſarily holding it for an inſtance,

for the greateſt poſſible injury, wrong and moral evil, to pay the leaſt regard

in thought, word, or deed, to the inclination, convenience, or deſire, of

any, or of all the creatures, as ſuch ; or as a motive, out of himſelf; as to

do ſo, would be a denial, of pure, perfect, and everlaſting truth, in that caſe,

and ſo an inſtance of the very higheſt kind of lying. So we ſee he has

made all the creatures, without paying the leaſt regard to their deſire, or

motion of convenience. Juſt ſo he rules them in the kingdom of providence;

and it can't but be ſo, for the reaſon of his nature, above alledged. For this

reaſon, we ſee ſovereignty, and uncontroulableneſs, exemplified, in exactly

every thing which occurs. The ſame GoD, ačting on the ſame principle,

and for the ſame reaſon, has plann’d redemption, and conſtantly executes all

its deſigns. So we ſee the bible, every where ſpeaking with the ſame air of

ſelf-reſolvedneſs, as we ſee was exemplified in nature, and takes place in

providence every day. In the light of theſe remarks, we ſee plain enough

what falſhood is, viz. The want of complacent correſpondence, in heart and

life, with ſuch a GoD, and ſuch a government. We ſee alſo, by the evident

want of ſuch complacence, what every perſon in the world is, viz. liar. We

ſee alſo what pride is, viz. that ſpring of thought, feeling, or life, which,

in the heart, takes the place of ſuch complacence; and proves to be the ſource

of ſelf-eſteem and ſelf-ſeeking, and equally of God-deſpifing; and ſo of

all wickedneſs and diſobedience, atheiſm and damnation. Laſtly, we ſee

exačtly what religion is, as it is that very complacent correſpondence above

mentioned; together with a natural reaſon for all its happineſs, and its

duration. And that to beget this complacence, is the grand immediate objećt,

of redemption, and the bible; and that, from the nature of the caſe, itº
takö.
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take plate, but by means of ſuch faith, as, to the mind, can't but be the

iſubſtance of its object, and ſo the evidence of things concerning him. And

ſo, that he who has it ſhall be ſaved without failure, and he who has it not, as

neceſſarily damned. -

4. The nature of this ſubjećt, ſeems to furniſh ſome eaſy light about three

perſons in the Godhead. For,

1. TRUTH may be confidered abſolutely, as it is in itſelf; or, as being juſt

what it is; and ſo it preſents to our view, the firſt perſon of the ſacred three,

as poſſeſſing himſelf, in all his perfections. And as being what he is; according

to his revealed charaćter, Jehovah.

2. TRUTH muſt alſo be confidered relatively, as naturally diſpoſed to

Expreſs itſelf; to come out, ſo as to be ſeen, and known, and underſtood,

and enjoyed. Something like this is very common; a piece of news, viewed

to be true, as it were, preſſes the mind to communicate it. So when we ſee

a point labouring in a diſpute, for want of a plain hint, which we know we

can give of our own knowledge, and which would directly determine the

point in debate, tho’, in the caſe, we are among ſtrangers, and have no ſort

of intereſt in the controverſy.—Yet, what we know to be true in the caſe,

, preſſes impetuouſly, to be ſpoken out. So with a chriſtian, not naturally

loquacious, in ſome views of divine truth, how his mouth is opened, and it

comes out, as from a fountain. The caſe is, truth, ē naturâ iſſu, from its

“very nature, or becauſe it is what it is, loves the light, wants to come out;

the diſpoſition ariſing out of its very nature, is to expreſs itſelf. But then,

this diſpoſition is in original truth; is in God, equal to his nature. But if

God, anſwerable to this, his natural diſpoſition, expreſſes, or ſpeaks himſelf

out, what muſt be the manifeſtation itſelf—or the thing expreſſed ? In anſwer,

I aſk, what was “ GOD maniſºft in the fleſh " Or who was, “the expreſs

image of the father " Or, to the ſame purpoſe, What was that word, which

was with God, and which was GOD F As plain, as the anſwer to theſe

enquiries, is, ſo plain is this propoſition, viz. That rRuth, which is the

firſt charaćter of the divine nature, conſidered, as fully expreſſed and ſhowed

out to men, juſt exactly as it is in its own ſelf, preſents to us the ſecond perſon

in the ſacred three. -

A blundering thinker, might ſay, “this confounds, inſtead of eſtabliſhing

the diſtinétion: For it. the ſuppoſed firſt perſon, ſo expreſs himſelf,

to make a ſecond, as to leave nothing in the place of the firſt.” I anſwer;

no more, than your expreſſing a truth to me, ſo as equally to poſſeſs me of

it, leaves you deſtitute of it, which is never the caſe. -

3. TRUTH, has a peculiar influence riſing out of its nature, and which is

as con-natural to it, as the aforementioned manifeſtative diſpoſition. 'Tis

always torturing to the guilty, always ſtrengthens, ſuch, as in relation to it,

may be conſidered as innocent, with almightineſs. Col. i. 1 1. . It always,

like the wind, makes ſomething ſtir, as ſoon as it appears. And this preſents

to us the third perſon in the ſacred three; for it is that ſpirit, which is in truth.

*Tis the holy ghoſt, which proceeds from truth; i. e. from the father and the

ſon. john XV. 26. And ſo our way is paved on this head, to draw ſeveral

concluſions. As, -

1. WHAT has been ſaid of the two firſt ſacred perſonalities, ſets in an eaſy

light ſeveral paſſages of ſcripture, perhaps not otherwiſe ſtrictly intelligible:

viz. “Iam the truth,” emphatically ſpoken by the ſecond perſon, and applied

to himſelf; while 'tis evident, this character is equally true of the firſt. *

-
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if the ſecond perſon is the expreſs manifeſtation, proceeding from the nature

of truth, as characteriſtic of God, there is the ampleſt ground for the above

application. Again, Jesus CHRIST ſays, “I and my father are one.” And

if they are, alike truth itſelf, as above apprehended, it muſt be ſo. He ſays

alſo, “I am in the father, and the father in me.” Which in the view of the

above meditations, can't but be ſo: This alſo gives eaſy light to his word,

wherein he ſays, “He that hath ſeen me, hath ſeen the father.” In the ſame

view, no wonder remains, that Jesus CHRIST claimed every charaćter,

proper to original truth, or pure divinity.

2. As ſuch manifeſation, which has been ſuppoſed to preſent to us the

ſecond ſacred perſon, derives from the very nature of truth, and ſo muſt there

fore be coeval with it, we ſee plain enough, that fatherhood in that caſe, can't

imply any prae-exiſtence at all.

3. As Truth itſelf, together with this, its own natural manifeſtative diſpo
ſition, are equally and neceſſarily eternal; ſo, in this diſpoſition, we ſee

plainly enough the eternal procedure of the ſon, from the father, commonly

called his eternal generation.

Also, 4. From what has been ſaid, of the influence of truth, as pre

fenting to us that holy ghoſt, who is the ſpirit of all divine truth, and ſo of
courſe, the third perſon in the ſacred three ; we conclude, that the word of

God, as a literal deſcription of all divine truth, and that holy ſpirit, are in

the moſt abſolute ſenſe, inſeparable; that the word is never productive of any

divine effect, but by that ſpirit; nor that ſpirit, but by that word.

5. From ſuch a view of this ſubjećt, as we have taken, it ſeems to appear,

that truth, as charaćtariſtic of the deity, could not be truth, or natural ſelf

conſiſtency. without ſuch ſeveral perſonalities. For, as it is impoſſible to

conceive of original ſelf-conſiſtency, or truth, without all poſſible, natural,

and moral powers, and virtues; and all theſe in abſolute perfection; ſo 'tis

equally impoſſible, to conceive how ſuch truth could be ever known, and ſo.

acknowledged, as what it is, the only ultimate objećt of ſupream love, wor

ſhip, ſervice and adoration for ever and ever, without equal manifeſtation;

or that any manifeſtation could be equal, but juſt ſuch as this ſubject ſuppoſes,

and the bible affirms, the ſecond perſon made; and, at leaſt, equally impoſ.

ſible, that ſuch manifeſtation, could effect its eternal deſigns, but by the

third. We ſee alſo the certainty of their oneneſs, in the moſt ſimple ſenſe,

as entirely expreſſed in truth; we ſee alſo, they can't but be abſolutely coeval,

and their equality and ſameneſs are juſt as evident, And does not the ſame

notion of conſiſtency, indicate a like neceſſity of ſuch divine perſonalities, for

the diſcharge of ſuch ſeveral parts in creation, and providence, as the ſcrip

tures aſcribe to them So that, by all the works of him, who is truth itſelf, .

may be clearly ſeen, his eternal power and Godhead, in ſuch a point of plain

and ſtriking light, as to leave every unbelieving, and ſo unſanétified

obſerver of them, totally without excuſe. On the whole, ſeveral things may

now be remarked. As, -

1. THEN 'tis impoſſible there ſhould be any ſuch being, as GOD out of

CHRIST. Such a being could not be truth, or natural ſelf conſiſtency, for

reaſons already given. And indeed, the bible gives not the remoteſt hint

about ſuch a being. It ſpeaks of God as a conſuming fire, but lets us know

in every inſtance, of uſing the charaćter, that God in CHR1st, or a cove

nant God, as ſuch is meant, and that it points to viſible ſaints. Deut. iv.

24-ix. 3. Heb. xii. 29. -

- - - - 2. THEN
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2. Then the bible, is a literal deſcription of the ſcred perſonalities,

implied in natural ſelf-conſiſtency, as alſo, of their works and deſigns;

together with that of the ſtate of men, as imported in falſhood, as occaſional

of their works, and of the manifeſtation of their deſigns. And,

3. THAT it was written, to make its contents the objećts of our ſenſes,

while our ſpirits are under tuition, and God is taking trial of them, by means

of thoſe ſenſes.

6. But nothing can be a more natural, or evident inference, from what

has been ſaid of truth, and its natural attributes, than of the following, viz.

That every thing, of which it ever could, now can, or hereafter ever may be

fid, that it truly is ; was in truth, and natural ſelf-conſiſtency; or, which iſ the

fame, was in the divine mind from eternity. And ſo, that there never was a

ſpot, or period of mere duration, in which they had not an actual exiſtence

in perfect knowledge, juſt ſuch as they have had, or ſhall have in fact. For

whatever is true, did certainly always, ſome how or other, belong to truth.

'Tis impoſſible to conceive of truth in peºf...?ion, not containing all of its

kind. On which obſerve, -

1. ALL things being planned in the mind of God, without beginning,

mºſt be ſimply natural; reſulting from what the deity can’t but be, i. e. from

natural truth, or conſiſtency to every intent and purpoſe. And ſo,

2. The whole of the plan, muſt be as infinitely far from fallible, and in

every point asſure to be fast, ss a firſt principle can be from circumvention;

or perfection from diſappointment. Dag, iv. 35. “He doeth according to

his will, in the army of Heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth; and

no.ie can ſtay his hand, or ſay unto him, what doeſt thou ?”

3. The truth of the being of fin, is no objection to all this. For,

1. THER E is evidently no evil at all, in the truth of fin's exiſtence; or, in

knowing it to exiſt.

2. Tho' fin is exactly the reverſe of all that is right and good; yet if every

inſtance of it, that cver was, is, or ſhall be, has already iſſued, or is infai

libly ſecured to iſſue, in good of the beſt ſort, of which there can be no debate;

then ſelf conſiſtency may neceſſarily imply the certainty of its exiſtence.

If truth, or the divine nature, never could appear glorious, equally to

itſelf, without ſin’s actual exilence; which will doubtleſs be allowed; becauſe

nothing can illuſtrate goodnºſ, like its contrary, -or power, like conqueſt;

then ſelf-conftency cannot be, without the certainty of ſuch exiſtence of fin.

4. THE certainty of fin’s exiſtence, being in truth; no way implies the

agency of God, in producing it. For any created intelligence, confidered

only in that character, can deviſe and practice the reverſe of what is right,

which only is fin, as ſpontaneouſly as the earth produces muſhrooms. Go D.

indeed foreſaw, and knew it would be ſo. Nay,

5. His making creatures, which could not long exiſt, at beſt, without

finding, unleſs poſitively prevented, which is evidently the caſe of all ſuch

as are intelligent; they having none of the original principle, none of the

felf maintaining faculty, in them; and being—all ſubject—ſo all expoſed,

always ačting—and no ſufficient guide within—can no more keep§ than a

{hip in the midſt of a ſtorm, without a helm. I ſay, creatures . made

Fuch; and other than ſuch, intelligent creatures could not be made by ſelf

confiſtency; determines beyond controverſy, the maker diſºned the conſe

quence ſhould take place, entirely by the creature's choice, which is always

the determining means, right or wrong, in all intelligent actions. Piñº,
- - Q
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alſo, and very well knew how, to ſerve himſelf, and even all the creatures

by it. Therefore, -

6. If GoD, and all the creatures are ſerved by the exiſtence offin, as is

obvious enough, by only ſaying, what brought CHR 1st and the Bible, into

this world Then it is downright neceſſary in a plan of truth, and every demur

to the ſuppoſition of ſuch neceſſity, as along with other ſins, contained in the

plan of truth, ſhall in its place, equally with them, ſerve its purpoſes.

Bur 7. God never deſigned finning creatures, as ſinning creatures deſign

their fins. Therefore God is true, tho’ every man a liar.

7. In the next place then may be deduced, ſome light about what is

called, the doctrine of divine decrees. As, -

1. THAT every thing, which God has done, or as ſelf conſiſtency ever

will do, muſt derive from one only original decree; which was, and equally

fill is, to ſhew forth; and exalt himſelf as truth itſelf, of the only excellency - -

in original; by manifeſting himſelf in and through him, who, equaliy as

ever, ſtill is in perſon and government, his express image; which neceſſarily

implies, what that central ſtatute of divine reveiation ſpeaks; and which

therefore is the butt of all ſorts of oppoſition to truth; viz. “The lord alone

/hall be exalted’. * *

2. THAT exactly every thing, ſerves the purpoſe of this only decree, and

can ultimately ſerve nothing elſe; which is the plain ſenſe of Rev. iv. 11.

* Thou haſt created all things, and for thy pleaſure, as characteriſtick of what

he did, and iiiii does, in whom God is well pleaſed, they are and were
created. - - -

3. AND therefore, as was ſaid before, that this decree, and all its miriads

of conſequences in time and etermity, derive, and by evidence of numberleſs

facts already following it, can't but derive from truth or natural ſelf-con

fiſtency, as ſuch ; and ſo not from mere will, as the vulgar prejudice ſuggeſts.

4. AND ſo, of conſequence, every creature, thing, and occurrence, as

fiowing from, and a fulfilment of the only decree, mud be juſt as excellent

and amiable, in its place, meaſure and conneétion, as the pure excellency of

everlaſting confidency itſelf. So inviting our love, and all its fruits, as con

ſtantly and univerſaily, as God and his operations, by CHRIST, filleth all

things, places and times. Eºſ i. 19–23. - -

5. AsD as flowing from the whole; that the grand deſign of original ſelf.

conſiſtency in all this, is, that conſºftency ſhall ſo be maintained every moment,

through the whole of its dominion, as, in the iſſue of things, to ſhine forth in

the moſt perfect beauties of the godhead, for ever and ever. And ſo equally

furniſh matter for the pleaſure of heaven, and the pain of hell, without any

end. - -

8. But then, we may certainly conclude, that the decree, and the plan of

all proceedures upon it, were conceived in view of the fall of man, as a fact

certainly to take place. Otherwiſe, what conſiſtency can be in a ſaviour,

* fore-ordained, before the foundation of the world.’ I Peter i. zo. But a

further reaſon is, trutº can reject nothing in its natural ſtate. The work of the

original as ſuch muſt be good,

9. But then, with equal certainty we may infer, that if any are ſaved;

as it ſeems a pian, deriving from ſelf-confi!!ency or truth itſelf, makes it

neceſſary for us to ſuppoſe, becauſe in the nature of ſuch truth, there is every

kind of perfection; then there muſt be an election, and it muſt be perſonal;

becauſe all are viewed as ingroſſed in the character of falthood.

8. Anot Her
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10. Another conſequence from what has been obſerved, is, that ſuch elec:

tion does not proceed from mere will, in the ſenſe of prophane prejudice; but

from the nature of the deity, i. e. from the nature of eterral truth; and is

therefore equally excellent and amiable in its nature, as the deity. And

accordingly our pleaſure, or diſpleaſure in it, is always juſt as our knowledge

or ignorance of God is. - -

it. Such election, which, as has been ſhewn, proceeds from the ſelf con

fiſtency of natural truth, muſt be known, where God is known. God foreſaw

that in the days of Eſau and Jacob, the knowledge of himſelf would be rºamed

chiefly to their houſes. On them therefore, muſt this diſplay of natural

truth be made; and that could not be, but by chufing one, and refuſing

the other. - -

Question. But why was not Eſau choſen, ſince he was oldeſt, and—

pride ſays, ought to be confidered firſt.

Answer. 1, 'Tis agreeable to the method dićtated by truth itſelf, to

anſwer, by ſaying, “Who art thou, O man, who replieſt againſt God.”

Who dareſt to word it with thy maker; and in a caſe, wherein 'tis confeſſed;

that perfection of truth has made manifeſt, by word and deed, what is per

fečtion of right 2 -

2. Yst other anſwers may be given, direétly to the point, but as diſ.

pleaſing. As that 'tis impoſſible, for the God of truth, to ſee diſtinctions of

worthineſs among finners. But if the queſtion was to be confidered, its

folution is in its bowels; for the oldeſt in fin, may be conſidered as the worſt.

But the caſe is, 3. God is truth, and cannot lie; we are children of falſhood;

and cannot but lie; ſo when he ſpeaks, or acts out himſelf, as he always does,

and eſpecially in ele&ting ſome condemned finners to ſalvation; and he never

did elect any other: He and we, being contrary, muſt differ; and this gives

the ſoleº of all the chagrin in the world, at the bible account of this moſé

merciful diſplay of a God ofſº ſelf-conſiſtency. But wiſdom, in this,

is juſtified by her children; and that is as much as can be ſaid of any diſplay

of pure divinity, among men. -

12. But, if, as has been ſhewn, God only ſpeaks and ads out, perfect

ſelf-confifting truth; as the diſtinguiſhing character of himſelf, we ſee in

what light to view every expreſſion of his holy word; we ſee alſo in what light

to view ſuch as can’t comport with it. We ſee alſo, what eſteem is to be had,

of every operation of his hand, and what juſt wrath is out againſt the world;

for the want of it. Pſal. xxviii. 4.5. Laſtly, we ſee the diſtinguiſhing cha

raćter of as many as are of the truth; for to ſuch, his word is precious, and in

their eſteem, all his works are done in truth. But with all others, neither his

words nor his works, even of nature or providence, are pleafing, unleſs they

are conceived to favour the lying, i. e. the ſelf-loving and ſelf-preferring prin

ciple. For they are, every one juſt ſuch as truth has pointed out, to be lovers

of themſelves, more than lovers of God.

13. We learn then, a very determinate ſenſe, to a paſſage of ſcripture;

which has been treated in a very confuſed manner: viz. Epheſ. iv. 21 —“The

truth, as it is in Jesus;” as deſcriptive of all he ſaid, and all he did in the

fleſh; and ſo as alike deſcriptive, of all he does executively, in his providence;

by which the divine ſyſtem, contained in the holy book, is conſtantly illuſt

rated, fulfilled, and confirmed. The work of Jesus CHRIST, in the fleſh,

was to make God fully manifeft ; what therefore he ſhewed the divine nature

and will to be, is, “the truth as it is in Jºſus.” Conſequently, what Jesus

did
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did in the fleſh, as it was a full manifeſtation, of Gob, who is truth itſelf,

and which conſtitutes the matter of the bible, muſt be the only perfect ſyſtem,

and teſt of truth. And all his providential condućt ever ſince, to all who

have the bible, is preciſely, conſtantly, and only executive of that manifeſta

tion. So 'tis impoſſible that the work of providence, and the word of the

book, ſhould not always perfečtly agree; the word ſummarily containing, and

the work by facts, explaining what is truth, in its own natural ſelf-confi

ſtency. ... * * -

14. But if the bible, which is the hiſtory of Christ, as making Gop

manifeſt, is continually exemplified by providence, as the correſpondent work

of God; then God with all ſuch glories on, as the bible aſcribes to him, and

thoſe correſponding works beſpeak to be in him, muſt be infallibly, and uni

verſally there, where ſuch works are done. If then there is no man or beaſt,

ſtarr, bird or ſtorm, or fiſh, inſe&t, or ſand, either made, or maintained, or

âny uſe ſerved by them, or natural funétion diſcharged in them, but is a work

of that providence; ’tis juſt equally certain that GOD is there. And as ſuch

works are exactly every where, ſo they make equal evidence that God is ſo;

and as all perfections are in his nature; ſo wherever God is, all theſe alſo are.

But then, there is no place where theſe can be ſaid to be, more than elſe.

where. Directly counter to the religious rubbiſh, which abounds in the

empire of falſhood. But exačtly agreeable to the teſtimony of the hiſtory of

God; which leads us to view the divine being as alike, near, and afar off.

jer. xxiii. 23, &c. So that there is no place ſo ſecret, as to hide any from

him; for he alike fills the Heaven and the earth. Therefore no thought can

be hidden from him. job xlii. z. Yea, all things are naked and bare before

im. Heb. iv. 13. Which opens the way to ſeveral remarks.

1. Then no wonder, the promiſes, by which all the perfections of ſelf

conſiſting truth, are holden, to moſt punctual fulfilment, are ſo peremptory.

They ſay without heſitancy, “All things ſhall work together for good.”

“Aſk what ye will, and it ſhall be done.” The reaſon is, “He is a very

preſent help.” -

2. No wonder then, that ſubječts of his favour, be they who they will,

and in whatever caſe, have equal relief at hand, as near as that God, in

whom they live and move. For as flying fowls in the air, and fiſh in the

watery deep, ſo all men have their being in God. And when they ſee truth,

let their fituation be what it will, they know there can be no want to them

who fear him; and accordingly, ſuch, when they paſs through the fire, or

through the water, find, in § that God is there; and ſo are joyful in

tribulation.

3. This ſhews, why no perſon naturally, can violate a known dićtate of

this univerſal truth, in any degree of ſecrecy, and avoid the uneaſy conſe

quence in that caſe. For guilt is only the witneſs of conſcience concerning

truth, the chara&er of God, as violated in that caſe. We ſee then, how

univerſal and inevitable the ſentence, and on what deep foundations laid,

“There is no peace to the wicked.”

4. We ſee the infallible fitneſs of one of the three books, out of which

John ſaw the world to be judged; even preſent knowledge of truth itſelf, as

to every thing done by men, whether good or evil, while correſponding con

ſciouſneſs, and the holy law, are the other two. Rev. xx. 12.

5. From the above meditations, concerning God, as alike every where,

as well as from every view of ſelf-confifting truth, we may gain ſome eaſy

light, about the ubiety or whereneſs, of heaven and hell. For if the free,

- open,
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open, immediate, and unalterable enjoyment of ſmiling perfeółion, muſt make

heaven, to all intents; and ſuch enjoyment of a God, who can't but be alike

preſent every where, may be had, yea can't but be had, the inſtant that

ſucceeds the mortal diſſolution; then there is heaven; the glorious heaven;

the beatifick viſion. And if conſciouſneſs of the preſence of the ſame divine

excellencies, always ſet at nought by the wicked, and of the unalterableneſs

of it, can’t but, to ſuch, make a perfect hell, from ſenſe of contrariety,

never to be altered, and of puniſhment juſtly inflicted; then the ſame ſuc

ceeding moment to natural death, muſt make it quite compleat. And ſo

there is no need for thoſe who have their comfort and joy, from truth, which

is the diitinguiſhing character of ſuch as are united to God, to expect the

vaſt career of a ſudden flight, for many a thouſand leagues from a dying bed

to ſome region beyond the ſtarrs, in which to enjoy the bleſſed viſion: For

whatever is true of the ſon of man, and others, corporally glorified as to .

place, whoſe bodies, are nevertheleſs ſuch as the ſcripture ſtiles, ſpiritual

bodies; 'tis evident enough, that others find, as the apoſtle intimates, that to

be abſent from the body, is to be preſent with the Lord.

6. This enables us to underſtand divers paſſages of ſcripture, not other

wiſe intelligible. As,

1. Eph. iii. 10. Importing that principalities and powers in heavenly

places, learn the manifold wiſdom of God, i.e. redemption, and its effects,

of thoſe who are the ſubječts of it, i. e. the church of God. The words are,

Tais archais, Kai tais exouſiais en tois epouraniois. i. e. To principalities, and

powers in ſupercelºftibus, in the upper heavenlies. Now archai, and excuſſai,

evidently mean ſpirits of the angelic kind; but the ſcripture gives thoſe

titles, equally to holy angels and to devils. For Col. ii. Io. ſays, that

Christ is “ head of all principality and power.” The words are archeer

rai exouſias. In which, it will be allowed, that holy angels are at leaſt in

cluded; of whom it is ſaid, “let all the angels of God worſhip him.” It

will be allowed alſo, that holy angels are included in the text in queſtion.

Eph. iii. 10. And yet Col. ii. 15. ſays, that when CHR 1st nailed the hand

writing, which was againſt us, to his croſs, he “ſpoiled principalities and

powers;” and we know then and there he deſtroyed the works of the devil;

the words are, Tas archas, ra; tas excuſas. And Eph. vi. 12. ſays, “We

wreſtle againſt principalities, againſt powers;” the words are, Pros tas archas,

pros tas exoſas; and then proceeds explaining theſe principalities, and

powers, and calls them “the rulers of the darkneſs of this world,—ſpiritual

wickedneſs in high places.” And here the word is, en tois pouraniois. i. e.

We wreſtle againſt thoſe principalities and powers, which are, the ſpiritual

wickedneſs in heavenly places; or in the upper heavenlies. All which, and

other paſſages of like import, ſhew, that holy angels and devils are alike in

heavenly places. And if, as we have ſhewn, God is alike every where;

where then ſhould either angels or devils be, that they might be away from

, the divine preſence. 'Tis as well then, for them to be in heavenly places,

as any where. Indeed 'tis certain, if divine preſence makes a heavenly place,

they can't be out of it. And if, by upper-heavenlies; high and holy places;

the third heavens; and ſuch like ſcriptural expreſſions, be underſtood the

dignity of the divine preſence, as to fit at God’s right hand certainly does;

we ſhall then have no other difficulty, than to conceive of evil ſpirits, in that

holy preſence, And he who can deviſe any other fituation for devils, or

wicked men, in this world, or any other, may advance his objećtion to this

view of the caſe, to all the bible ſays in ſupport of it.

2. This

f
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2. This alſo admits us to an eaſy view, of job. i. 6. Implying, that

when the holy angels aſſembled on a certain occaſion in the preſence of GoD,

ſatan was alſo among them. In which, and the conſequent diſcourſe, there

is no difficulty at all, on ſuppoſition of what has been obſerved. Indeed 'tis

repreſented as common for ſatan to be thus preſent in heavenly aſſemblies.

See the like job ii. 1. and which can’t be accounted for any other way. And

if it is evidently impoſſible for evil ſpirits, or any other, to be out of divine

preſence; yea the immediate divine preſence; then we may receive the literal

conſtruction of the paſſages laſt mentioned.

3. In the ſºme point of view, ſtands that remarkable account of the hoſt

of heaven, given by the prophet Micaiah. I Kings'xxii. 19. and forward.

He ſaw all the hoff of heaven ſtanding by the throne of God, when the pro

poſition was made to them in common, by him who ſat on the throne, who

of them would undertake to ſeduce Ahab, to go to Ramoth Gilead to battle,

that he might die there: On which various differing ſentiments were given,

for the hoſt did not agree; till one of them ſtood forth, and offered to be a

lying ſpirit, in the prophets of Baal; on which he received orders, with

aſſurance of ſucceſs. ’Tis eaſy to determine of which ſort this lying ſpirit

was; but then, 'tis juſt ſo evident, that both ſorts together compoſe the hoſt

of heaven, So that, as there can be no diſtance of place between God and

all wicked men, in this world; ſo neither can there be any between the ſame

divine being, and all ſorts of ſpirits in the other world. - -

4. This makes the ſtory of Abraham and Dives, in Luke xvi. natural enough.

And if it be alleged, that according to the text, there was a great gulph

between them; it may be anſwered, by authority of the ſame ſacred text,

that the gulph was no greater than to admit the parties to free converſation.

So Leigh's ſacred Critica, cites janſenius, ſaying, the gulph is firmiſłimum,

DEI ſtatutum, &c. That is, it is the decree of God, fixing each unaiterably

in his reſpective ſtate. Or as Cajetan, is, in the ſame place repreſented,

ſaying, immutabilitas utriuſºue ſtatu, ſtabilita 3 firmata, 'Tis the unchang

ableneſs of the ſtate, not the place, of each, internally fixed by God himſelf.

So that the happy and the miſerable, beholding, without ceſſation, the divine

glories, and each others unalterable relation to them, are affected with

pleaſure and pain, anſwerable to their conſciouſneſs of love and hate. And

as to certain knowledge, they can't avoid the cauſe, ſo the reſpective effects

can't but take place; and illuſtrated by their contrariety muſt encreaſe for

ever and ever. - -

5. AND ſo we ſee an eaſy propriety in Eph. ii. 2, in which ſatan is ſtiled

the prince of the power of the air; the word for power, is exouſias. . And this

power is ſaid to rule in the children of diſobedience. For having no pleaſure

in the miriads of ſpirits which inhabit that ſtate, and having torture from

fight of the happineſs which holy ones enjoy, he ſeeks to allay his pain, by

indulging his nature, and diverting his miſery among men, as natural ſub

jećts of his temper, and all of them, while in this world, infeſted with his

miſery, in exact proportion to their reliſh for what is wrong, or their mea

ſure of contrariety to ſelf-confiſting right. * -

6. These views of the ubiquity, or every-whereneſs, which muſt b

eſſential to natural ſelf-confiſtency, leads us to a moſt obvious reaſon for divine

peace to all ſuch as are of the truth; and for equal ſupport to the hearts of

ſuch, in whatever ſituation; and for as neceſſary guilt and miſery to all others.

Hence we alſo ſee in a moſt familiar point of light, how perſons in heatheniſh

darkneſs, and habitations of cruelty; or in countries ſubjected to popiſh ſuper

ſtition:
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ſtition; may be ſaved; viz. becauſe the ſame truth, which is the ſource of

falvation, to ſuch as believe the revelation, is in every view of itſelf, equally

there, as here. For as our caſe would be now the ſame with theirs, but for

the advantages which diſtinguiſh it, which advantages have in every point,

totally derived from the ſelf-moved good will, that is eſſential to natural truth;

iſo there can be nothing wanting to diſtinguiſh their caſe, from what it now

is, but for the fountain of truth, alike to exemplify its own natural good

will there alſo. And ſo we are lead to an eaſy underſtanding of the bible, on
all theſe heads. -

15. In the next place, we may conclude, that, as the hiſtory of truth is

quite perfeót, and all the operations of God haveñº correſponded with it

to a point, we may determine the certainty of the remaining unfulfilled parts

of the hiſtory, equally as the paſt; becauſe they are equally parts of ſelf con

fiſting truth, and ſo can't be ſubject to any caſualty: Self-confifting truth,

never did conſult, or ever can pay the leaſt regard to any thing, but itſelf.

And ſo we ſee reaſon, why all who are of the truth, ſhould be equally certain

of future things contained in the promiſes, as of any paſt fact; alſo, why

all who are not of the truth, ſhould, as ſuch, confider the remaining part of

the wages of their fins, alike certain. And ſo we ſee the only reaſon of the

peremptory form of all the promiſes, and all the threatnings of the book of

truth, viz. becauſe they are in their reſpective caſes, certainties; and the only

reaſon why they don't appear ſo, is, we do not believe truth. ' -

16. What has been ſaid of Jesus Christ, as wholly employed, while

in the fleſh, in making God manifeff, ſhews clearly, that he was indeed juſt

what he pretended to be; that he was confined in every word and action, by

the moſt perfect moral neceſſity, to do as he did; this muſt be evident, if he

was GOD maniffled; or if in every thing he had to ſhew forth the Godhead,

or natural ſelf-conſtency, as equally charactereſtic of his father, and himſelf.

And ſo we ſee what ſupported him ſo perfeótly, under pain, reproach, and

mocking, equally conſumate; or as being each in its higheſt and laſt poſſible

degree. It was only this, viz. he knew himſelf, and all he ſaid and did, to

be perfeółion of original, univerſal, and everlofting truth; he knew this to he

the occaſion of his reproach; and that the extremity of malice againſt him,

fupported his chara&er in its perfection, by practifing the utmoſt degree of

its own, againſt him, This reconciles the ſeeming contradiction, that he

Íhould die of grief, according to Matt. xxvi. 38. And yet, that to all he

endured, he ſhould be animated by pure joy, according to Heb. xii. 2. which

equally ſhews, that he died of pure love; and ſo compleated the manifflation

of God, “ for GoD is love.” - - -

Question. But how could it be conſiſtent with truth, to put perfeót inno

cence to the greateſt pain and reproach

Answer. The ſuffering nature of the ſon of God, tho' it was the neceſ.

fary inſtrument of delineating violated truth to men, was yet, itſelf, the very

image and likeneſs of thoſe, whoſe true character is, “a ſeed of falſhood.”

Rom, viii. 3. And when he, who in this nature, adopted its hated chara&ter,

“ that he might bring to GOD,” his elect, who were ſubjects of it, put him

felf in their place, as touching truth, “the juſt for the unjuſt;” I Peter iii. 18.

Then he became not only obnoxious to the treatment of the unjuſt; but .

either to drink the dregs of their cup, or not effectuate truth, and bring

them to God. For as natural truth is exačtly inflexible, ſo no ſalvation for

fuch as have finned, and ſalvation can be for no other, but in perfect confi

ſtency
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flency with its utmoſt rights, Therefore no ſalvation for thoſe who deny, or

curtail rights of truth, or the equal extent of the attonement. --

17. As in CHR is r we ſee the whole divine charaćter acted out; ſo in the

oppoſition made to him, we ſee the whole character of falſhood, as including

all men and devils, equally to its utmoſt extent acted out therein. Which leads

us to draw ſeveral concluſions.

I. THEN no lover of righteous truth, can ever, in following its dićtates,

or ſerving God, which is the ſame, ſuffer any thing, but what has been borne

already, by him, whoſe office was to ſhew God to men. For if he practiced

the whole of truth, and waked the whole empire of falſhood thereby, and

yet carried his point, and has “ſpoiled principalities and powers, &c.” then

the road is clear, and nothing can ever meet his followers but vanquiſhed

miſchiefs. So that, the “we wreſtle againſt the ſame principalities and

powers, the rulers of the darkneſs of this world, the ſpiritual wickedneſs in

high places,” and, of courſe, againſt whatever elſe, we ſhall be more than

conquerors. -

2. THERE can be no ſort of thing, in any manner of ſenſe, comfortable or

profitable to a follower of CHRIST, a child of truth, but what is already

ſtored in the magazine of the kingdom, on purpoſe for all ſuch as may be

viewed in that character." Accordingly the word of the kingdom can ſay

without heſitation, “they that ſeek the Lok D ſhall not want any goodthing.”

Pſal. xxxiv. Io. And as perfect truth has the dićtating of the time and manner

of beſtowment, as well as of the thing to be beſtowed, ſo, as faſt as he prepares

their heart, he will cauſe his ear to hear. For, paſa doffs, every good manner

of giving, as well as pan dozreema, every good gift itſelf, is from above.

am. 1. 17. . -y 3. So alſo can no temptation befal a chriſtian, but what was contained in

one of the three with which trath's grand champion was exerciſed; but he

made his way through the firongeſt ſeducements, deepeſt diſguiſes, and moſt

alluring charms of falſhood’s power and policy; juſt ſo certain is a way of

eſcape for every after combatant. I Cor. x. 13.

18. THEN JEsus CHRIsr was indeed all he pretended to be, and, as

being charged with no leſs a trutt, than intelligibly to repreſent perfection;

'tis evident, he would have been infinitely abſurd, and inconſiſtent with truth,

and ſo with himſelf, in any lower pretenſions. For ’tis ſelf evident, that

nothing leſs than pure divinity can repreſent the Godhead; nor any equal

repreſentation be made in that caſe, but by claiming and maintaining every

character of God. And every exception, taken to him who did ſo, doth

equally imply and prove, both the title on which his claims were founded,

and that the grand deſign of his known pretenſions was anſwered in his

making God manifeſt to the conſciences of men: For’tis obvious, that an

uneaſy conſciouſneſs of the truth of all he pretended to, has given birth to all

the clamours, and moſt ſincere quarrels againſt any and every divine claim

of him who profeſſed to be the ſon of God. Little, very little diſturbance

has been conceived at ſuch as falſely made like pretenſions. Very little are

men in general provoked at heart, at evidently prophane arrogations of

divine charaćters and aſcriptions. But no one fails to be diffuited with thoſe

which were made in flrićteſt propriety. In ſome it is manifeſt by the natural

and common tokens; in others by more explicit, barefaced, and publick

evidence. And ſo what Jesus ſaid is fulfilled, and his charaćter maintained.

john v. 43: “I am come in my father's name, and ye receive me not; if

another ſhall come in his own name, him ye will receive.”

19. Conside Ring
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19. Consider ING what men really are, and what is the manner in

which divine glories can be effectually made manifºſfamong men, viz. In ſuch

falvation to his elect, as ſhall infallibly ſecure the honours of the deity among

them; it very plainly appears, what ſpecial offices muſt be executed by a ſaviour

of man, and that to execute them, muſt be the conſtant work of power. For

nothing can root up the adverſe principles, which the ſcriptures, and common

life prove, to occupy and animate the hearts of men, in order to plant there

the grand principle of the kingdom of truth, but the diſplay of conquering or

kingly power; nor any thing, reduce and afreſh ſubdue deſerters to allegi

ance; or reſtrain, and prevent inimical deſigns againſt the children of the

kingdom, which are always forming againſt them, within and without; but

the ſame power. So every experiment of ſuch operations, is ſtill in fulfilment

of Iſai. xxxii. 1. “Behold a king ſhall reign in righteouſneſs.” This muſt

therefore be the leading office, in ſetting up the kingdom of truth in the

hearts of men; and the ſuppoſition of it, is full of the terrors of the wrath of

"God, to every perſon in the world, not experienced in its conquering virtues.

For as this kingly office is diſcharged only by the natural power of truth, ſo

fuch as ſtill retain their natural principle of inconſiſtency with it, are all in

cluded in the ſentence of Pſal. i. 5, “ſhall not ſtand in the judgment;” and

are open to the execution deſcribed, Pſal. ii. 9. “Thou ſhalt break them with

arod of iron, thou ſhalt daſh them in pieces, like a potters veſſel.” Again;

as every conſcience is defiled, or guilty, exactly according to its reliſh of what

is evil, or contrary to truth; and as there is no reliſh of any thing elſe, natural

to men; ſo, in order to inſtate the kingdom of truth in the heart, its purifying

virtue muſt be diſplayed there; this is done, when the knowledge of truń.

is given, and ſo the conſcience ſenſible of its nature, on which delight in it

naturally riſes, at the willing expence of all former reliſhes and delights,

ſuch as is the genuine ſpring of living according to truth; and to ſuch as

conſtitutes the principle of ſanétification; here the prieſthood of CHR1st

begins to be diſplayed, by which he purifies the heart, and ſprinkles from

dead works, the conſciences of all his ſubjects, to walk before him in love,

and of courſe, in all holy converſation and godlineſs. Laſtly, as all who

know not the truth, muſt neceſſarily walk in darkneſs; ſo truth made known,

naturally begets all divine affections to it, and theſe, as naturally, are the

fpring of all obedience, which can’t take place, but in conſequence of ſuch

knowledge of the truth, as is the third and laſt office of the redeemer to exe

cute. And ſo as contrariety, guilt, and ignorance, are the three principles

of the dominion of falſhood; accordingly, to ſpoil that dominion, 'tis evi

dently requiſite, that truth, as characteriſtic of the ſpoiler, ſhould do it, by

conquering, purifying, and teaching virtue; in which alone, his ſubjects are

happy; and by which alone, diſtinguiſhed from all others.

zo. NothinG can be more evident, from what we have found of truth,

as fully expreſſed by Jesus Christ, than that attonement made by him,

muſt be, in its own nature compleat, to the laſt degree, in every point of

view. That divine perſon, by whom it was made, being in the higheſt ſenſe

of the phraſe, “the truth,” could do no leſs, in all he did do, than what was

of itſelf, perfºr righteouſneſs; ſo relating to God, muſt be juſt as equal to his

nature, as equality in any caſe can be. And as touching the law, in which

God is literally deſcribed to perfection, and which is all trampled by the

nature of falſhood, or fin, ſuch doing of the ATToner, muſt in every article,

aćt out its nature, and be to its laſt degree of ſatisfaction, for the ſubjećts of

ſuch attonement. And, in referrence to the proper ſtate of ſuch ſubjećts,

attonement
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attonement made by him, whoſe charaćter is natural ſelf-conſiſtency, muſt be

furniſhed with every degree of kindneſs, freeneſs, power, and every virtue

requiſite to their actual redemption, perſeverance, and glory. So, in right

of his attonement, Jesus could ſay, Matt. xi. 27. “ All things are delivered

to me of my father.” And john xvii. 4. “I have finiſhed the work which

thou gaveſt me to do,” and ſo acquired the charaćter of “able to ſave, unto

the uttermoſt.” Which leads us to affirm, with peremptorineſs, ſeveral

things: as, -

1. Then it is juſt ſo certain, that even the elect themſelves, are perfectly

deſtitute of every degree of power, truth, righteouſneſs, and every thing,

whereby they might pleaſe God, or do any the leaſt thing, whereby to deliver

themſelves, or pave their way to divine acceptance, as that God does nothin

in vain; or, as that natural truth is ſelf-conſiſtent; neither of which could

be true, if there was not a moſt indiſpenſible neceſſity for every part of what

the attoner did, in manifeſting God to man, in order to ſave thoſe for whom

he died. -

2. AND of conſequence, 'all books, preaching, converſation, and private

fentiment, which import the leaſt confideration for good life, reformation,

duties, good diſpoſitions of the heart, as they are called, religious concern,

or any thing in the affair of a ſinner's acceptance with Gop, beſide the mere

virtue of what the attoner did; do, by evident implication charge God with

fooliſhneſs, and original truth with inconſiſtency. For, if Jesus CHRIsr

did not enough to make up a perfeót righteouſneſs, for the juſtification of

finners, he did not accompliſh the work he came for; he did not finiſh the

work which was given him to finiſh, and ſo is become like one of us, char

geable with falſhood; but if he did enough, perfectly enough, for the ac

ceptance of finners, into the love of GoD, on that ſole confideration, as has

been ſhewn, and as the nature of the caſe, and the bible, determine he did,

then let GoD be true, and all who debate, curtail, (or by their additions,

propoſe to forward, promote and facilitate, a finner's acceptance more cer

tainly, or commodiouſly, than they think can be, by) the bare work of at

tonement, done by CHR 1st in the fleſh; let thoſe be viewed, as hereby

charging God with falſhood, denying the lord in the perfection of his ſaving
work, and ſo ſupporting their character, as lyars. f

3. Another thing, we may boldly affirm on this head, is, that we then

ſee, an explanatory and confirming reaſon of that remarkable paſſage of

ſcripture, doubtleſs as rarely underſtood, as it is believed, Matt. xvii. 5.

“This is my beloved ſon, in whom I am well pleaſed.” Importing, that

God was perfectly ſuited with the righteouſneſs he was then compleating, and

the attonement he was then making, as being full equal to the nature ofGoD,

his law, and the caſe for which it was deſigned; and as ſufficient of itſelf for

the purpoſe of ſaving finners, as God deſired anything ſhould be. Import

ing alſo, that there is not one thing among men who have ever finned, with

which GoD is well pleaſed, only what is there pointed at. That God is well

pleaſed with the medium of acceptance perfected by his own ſon, is an infal

lible conſequence of his being GOD maniffted; for in that view he could not

but be perfectly pleaſing to God, in every part of his work of righteouſneſs

for the guilty; but that God cannot be pleaſed with any thing, as a work of

righteouſneſs, more or leſs, not included in that finiſhed by his ſon, is juſt as

evident, as that there can be ao work of righteouſneſs equal to God but

that.

4. WHILE
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... A. While then, we ſee a certainty of open acceptance for any, in the virtue

ef that work: We alſo ſee the height of falſhood, and damning iniquity, in

what is often palmed on readers and hearers for well pleaſing things, in the

ſight of God. He that hath an ear to hear let him hear.

21. We ſee then on the whole, what the bible means by a finner's being

converted. Falihood, as a character including every perſon who has ever

finned, always keens the conſcience under bondage by guilt, and in danger

of puniſhment; and this deſcribes the ſtate of every unconverted perſon.

But as ſoon as truth, which is the character of God, and which was fully

expreſſed by what CHR 1st did in behalf of finners, is underſtood by a

inner, and ſo ſeen in its own God-pleaſing ſufficiency, for a finner's acquit

tance and open admiſſion into favour, the conſcience perceives, as clearly

as ſuch truth is ſeen, that it need not deſpair under its own bondage; for God

the judge is ſatisfied from another quarter; and that there is a wide door of

hope, and ſure ſalvation for it, in the ſeen truth of what Jesus CHR 1st did

for finners; fy this therefore the conſcience is relieved; in this it reſts, ſenſibly

delivered from its old bondage, and danger. And of this import is every

account of converſion in the bible. On which we may make ſeveral

remarks. - -

1. Then converſion, eſſentially conſiſ's in the conſcience being delivered

from the bondage of guilt, which made deſpair exactly anſwerable to the

ſenſe of bondage; and in its finding a broad out-let from its former miſery, in

the fight of what the Savious did to juſtice, for helpleſs offenders. Beholding

in the repreſentation which the bible gives, the glorious ſufficiency of what

the Lord did; we are changed. 2 Cor. iii. 18. -

2. THEN, as every one in reſpect of ſelf enjoyment, is as his conſcience

is, converſion is a finner's ſtate being changed from bondage to freedom;

from darkneſs, or being without hope, to light and hope, which are marvel

ous, and ſure in every degree of them. 'Tis alſo called a being turned from

fin to God; for as before, the heart reliſhed no one thing that was right, or

which belonged to truth; and was accordingly all guilty; ſo the perſon's

fate, was totally a ſtate of ſin; but now; as he diſguſts all fin, and ſo is

prepared to ſtruggle againſt it, which none unconverted ever do, as being

what it is; and is pleaſed with the reverſe, as he beholds it ſhining through

the divine teſtimony, and ſo his heart takes part for God againſtall his former

loves, and preſent ſelf; ſo he may be fairly ſaid to be converted from fin to

God. Converſion is alſo a receiving CHR 1st, and what elſe is the import

of all that has been ſaid For CHR 1st is received, when that which is charac

tereſtic of him is received. And this reconciles the 32 and 36 verſes of the

8th of john : In one of which the ſon is ſaid to make free; in the other it is

aſcribed to the truth. -

3. We find an eaſy ſenſe to the ſcripture phraſe, “bring of the truth.”

For it evidently diſtinguiſhes ſuch as know the nature and divine value of what

Jesus CHF 1st did, in behalf of ſinners, while he was manifeſting GoD in

the world; now this is the ſubſtance of what is recorded in the bible, and is

the truth in literal deſcription. He therefore who cometh to the knowlege of

this, has the record or teſtimony itſelf in himſelf, even in that truth which he

has knowlege of; but they who receive not, and ſo have not knowlege of

this teſtimony, make God a liar, by treating the repreſentation or teſtimony,

or truth of God, which are all one, juſt as if it was not true... I john v. 19.

Now they who have ſuch knowlege of the truth, and ſo therein have the

teſtimony within them, from knowlege of its import, are inviolably attached
to
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to it, and governed by it; ſo may in every view be juſtly ſaid to be of the
truth.

4. As then, converſion is ſolely aſcribed to the power of truth, as ſeen

and known; 'tis evident enough, that ſuch change can’t begin, till ſuch truth

is known. This explains the text, john xi. 25. “I am the reſurrection and

theſiſe; he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet ſhall he live.”

A/d this equally expoſes to view, the deteſtable ſtuff, which multitudes are

taught, and many are willing to believe ; that perſons can make advances in

the affair of ſalvation—do grow better, by certain confiderations, before

converſion. Directly in front of the whole bible, a ſummary of which, in

2d of Epheſians, teaches us, that before converſion, we all have our conver

ſation in the luffs of the fleſh, and do nothing but fulfil the defires of the

fleſh; till God, of the riches of his mercy, even when we are dead in ſin,

quickens us, as he raiſed CHR 1st from the dead. - -

Question I. Is there no ſuch thing as convićtion then to antecede con

verſion? In anſwer, I aſk again, do convićtions alter any perſon's moral ſtate?

Or does the queriſt ſuppoſe that a change of manners, which convićtions will

quickly effect, is itſelf a Shange of moral ſtate : Is there attonement, equal

to God, to injured juſtice and the law, in convićtions? In ſhort, is any perſon

poſſeſſed of ſaving truth, by ſeeing that he is heartily at enmity with it, and

totally deſtitute of it? If not, he is yet dead in fin, wholly governed by

falſhood, and all his endeavours are to maintain it, and to which his convic

tions ſtimulate him, according to their degree. For they wake ſelf-love to

exert itſelf for ſelf-ſecurity; and ſo iniquity is added to fin. .

QUESTION z. Is it wicked then to be under convićtion ? Let the bible

anſwer; “without faith it is impoſſible to pleaſe God.” “They that are in

the fleſh, cannot pleaſe God.”, “He is angry with the wicked every day.”

“The wrath of God is revealed from heaven, againſt all ungodlineſs and

unrighteouſneſs of men, who hold the truth in unrighteouſneſs.” Now what

makes convictions, but a conſciouſneſs of contrariety to truth, and of the

import of ſuch contrariety F. Or convictions are a ſenſe of the heart's holding.

truth in unrighteouſneſs, and of the wrath that is pointed directly at it therefor.

No wonder then, if vaſt multitudes of every character in what is called the

viſible church, ſhould be under the greateſt convictions; but the wonder is,

that thoſe multitudes ſhould be ſo far from convićtions, and ſo ignorant of

their nature, as to ſuppoſe, teach, and believe, that they are a ſenſe of the

Aeart's holding truth in RIGHTEOUSNESS, and that the LOPE of GOD is

revealed from Heaven therefor. As ſoon as perſons experience genuine convic

tions, they will know, be they learned or unlearned, teachers or their people,

that every part of their inward and outward life, to which they are impelled

y their convictions, is fin; and that they can no more refrain from ſuch

meaſures as nature is ſtimulated to by ſenſe of danger, than they can controul

nature; nor any more make what they do to be right, or alter their own ſtate

thereby, or thereby contract a degree of good hope, or begin to deſign that

which is good, than they can poſſeſs themſelves of ſalvation.

Question 3. What then ſhould perſons do under convićtions In reply

to ſuch a queſtion, it may with great propriety be aſked, and what ſhould,

perſons do in any other caſe ? To which no man or angel can ſay any thing

more properly, than what was ſaid in a like caſe, by him who always ſpoke:

conſiſtently to perfection; ſee Matt. xix. 16, 17.—“One came and ſaid unto.

him, good maſter, what good thing ſhall I do, that I may have eternal life?.

And he ſaid unto him,--if thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments.”

- * - For
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For the Łórd well knew, that it is a never-failing rule, “keep the command

ments and thou ſhalt live.” He alſo knew, that nothing leſs is of any avail

to that end. For the ſoul that fins, ſhall die.” If it be aſked, “who then

can be ſaved,” fince we all fin, and come ſhort of the glory of God The

anſwer is abſolute, “He that believeth ſhall be ſaved, and he that believeth

not, ſhall be damned. Mark xvi. If it be aſked, “is a perſon right to

believe, and yet do nothing in religion " It may be anſwered, there can be

no ſuch caſe; for who ſo believeth, is alſo obedient; faith always works.

Therefore he that believeth ſhall infallibly have that ſalvation, which none

can have without holineſs. On the whole; no one who ſees himſelf, will

ceaſe to do, according to his ſenſe of danger. 'Tis alſo as true, that all ſuch

doing, is both the effect and proof of unhumbled pride, and ſelf-righteouſ

meſs. The ſame malignant root, is always diſcovered and proved, by all the

bickering and clamour, in ſupport of the goodneſs and value of ſuch doing;

and is made equally evident by the ſurly chagrin, or ſhameleſs banter excited

by evidences againſt it.

22. We next infer what muſt be the ſcripture notion of faith; and ſo we

ſhall be led to a diſtinct view of Heb. xi. 1. in which we have a definition

of it from infallibility. Two things, about believing in any ſort of caſe, are

obvious to ſuch as will think, and are not wholly engroſſed by the tyranny

of cuſtom, viz.

1. THAT believing a common report, and believing the divine report, no

otherwiſe differ, than as one is common, and the other divine. That is, faith

in thoſe caſes, differs juſt as the things believed differ; and no otherwiſe.

This is ſelf-evident.

2. THAT as when a common report is believed, the matter of that report,

or the thing believed, is, by the report, conveyed into the mind, and there

remains; ſo, when the divine report is believed, the very thing reported, is

conveyed into the mind in the report, and there remains as a ſeen and known

certainty. This is the very thing which Heb. xi. 1; ſpeaks; “Faith is the

Jaffance of things hoped for.” And as in divine reports believed, there is

not one thing grievous, but joyous: So the thing believed in that caſe, is

always a matter of agreable poſſeſſion, and comfortable enjoyment. Hence,

they who believe, always thereby enter into the ſame ſort of joy, as their

Lord has. This leads us into john xv. 11. “Theſe things have I ſpoken

unto you, that,” being believed, “my joy might remain in you, and that

your joy might be full.” Which determines ſeveral things very evidently, viz.

1. As the divine report brings news of obedience, perfect enough, made

to the law, for ſuch as are all condemned breakers of it; ſo, ſuch report

being believed, and accordingly its matter, which is ſuch obedience itſelf,

being poſſeſſed and enjoyed by the believer; and that obedience, or perfect

righteouſneſs, of which he is now poſſeſſed, being equal to the law, ſhould

not this perſon be juſtified ? And can he fail to be juſtified according to the

law that condemns him And muſt not ſuch juſtification be by faith P And

muſt not ſalvation in ſuch a way be grace? How evidently then, does it beſpeak

ignorance of every thing eſſential to chriſtianity, to ſuppoſe that a finner can

; juſtified by anything, but mere faith of mere truth?

2. As every thing that is believed, always affects the heart, juſt according

to the nature of the thing believed, and the degree of belief; ſo 'tis eaſy to

ſee how belief of ſalvation ſuited to ſuch as are periſhing, ſhould anſwerably

affect the heart; and ſo produce correſpondent life; as belief alſo produces

correſpondent condućt in all other caſes. And ſo we ſee reaſon for the ſcrip

ture's
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ture's aſcribing all holy affe&ions, and all holy living to faith; and for its

denying the whole of both, to ſuch as have not ſaving faith. n

3. We learn the diſtinguiſhing charaćter of believers. They are ſuchas

have their hearts affected, and their lives condućted, juſt as if the bible was

truth. For “faith works by love;” and “he that hath this hope, purifieth

himſelf, even as he is pure.” - -

4. We ſee then that ſanétification, is the influence which truth has on

heart and life. For truth, when 'tis underſtood, and ſo poſſeſſed, becomes

the center of delight, according to its ſeen excellency, and ſo gives ſpring to
all holy converſation and Godlineſs. - r

23. THEN we have found a preciſe ſenſe to 1 Cor. xi. 29. i. e. what is meant

by the Lord's body; té diſcern which is a diſtinguiſhing qualification for

communion in the Lond's ſupper. This will appear, if we confider, º :

1.THAt, from what has been ſaid, Church, is a character incluſive only

of all ſuch, who, by believing truth, are poſſeſſed of it; and ſo led and

governed by the ſpirit of GoD, as that which makes truth efficatious to all

divine purpoſes, in heart and life. This is the plain ſenſe of ſeveral ſcriptures,

as Matt. xvi. 16–18. “On this rock,” i.e. on this principle of truth; viz.

“ thou art CHRIST, the ſon of the living God;” “I will build my church,

and the gates of hell ſhall not prevail againſt it.” But this implies, that as

many as know this ſummary of truth, as Peter did; ſo view it in the ſame

light, and are accordingly governed by it; are of the church, or body of

CHRIST, and that no others are ſo. Therefore thoſe are ſaid to be of the

church of God, who are purchaſed by the blood of CHRIsr. Ać's Xx. 28.

Hence alſo, Eph. i. 23. thoſe who are firſt filled by him with truth, and its

proper influence, become thereby the fullneſs of his body, which is the church.

Full to this purpoſe is 1 Tim. iii. 15. the church is “ the pillar and ground of

the truth.” The church is made by the truth believed; and the ſame truth is

held up, and ſhewed forth by her in its efficacies; and in her only amongſt men

does it find a ſure and fixed dwelling place. -

2. And of conſequence, thoſe who are of the church, being made and

kept ſo only by truth, muſt be, in that point of view, one with the father and

the ſon, as the father and the ſon are with each other, juſt as the text ſpeaks,

john xvii. 21. So this union which takes place by truth, includes the ſacred

perſonalities, the whole church, and the holy book as chäracteriſtic of both,

and the expreſs medium of all mutual communications. John xvii. 22, 23.

The truth, therefore, is the glory which flows from God to men, and which

CHRIST has given to his church, as in laſt mentisned 22 v. And by which,

as made evident to the conſcience of others, the world can’t but know, that

he who gives this glory, is of GoD. z 1 v. ſup. -

3. But the natural conſequence of the whole is, that what was charaćte

riſtic of him who was crucified, is ſo alſo of all theſe who are crucified with

him; which is the peculiar caſe of all the members of his body, the church.

How then ſhould the import of that meritorious crucifixion be ſeen, without

ſeeing alſo the peculiar ſtate, charaćter, and divine connection, of thoſe, who

in their place and meaſure, ſtand in the ſelf ſame ſort of light, as being of

the truth? But then we have full licence to ſay, that the diſcerning the

LoRD's body, in the text in queſtion, can't be underſtood according to the

bible, to have any meaning which excludes a diſtinét knowlege of the

charaćter and connection of thoſe who in truth have right to eat and drink

the ſacred ſymbols. - - - -

Quastion. But how will this detect the unworthy eating and drinking
named in the text? ANs we R.
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Answer. We have ſeen how truth gives chara&er to him who was crucified
for finners; and to thoſe, who in conſequence of it, aregº to then

Helves and the world, for his ſake. On which, 'tis eaſy to ſee, that for perſons

to eat and drink the appointed memorials of that crucifixion and its import,
who are not of the truth, have not the ſpirit of the truth; are not in the

views of the inflitution, or of the inſtitutor; ſo are not of the church, as the

body of Christ, muſt be unqualified, i.e. unworthy communicants. . 'Tis

alſo juſt as eaſy to ſee, that what conſtitutes this unworthineſs, is, being

deſtitute of the character and ſpirit of the communing family; the father and

children; the head and members of the church, or body of CH R is r. "I is

equally eaſy, then to ſee, that this unworthineſs conſiſts wholly in a perſon's

being ſuch, in ſtate and frame, as that he don't ſee the family, the father

and the children, as making the body; and ſo eats and drinks unworthily,

becauſe he is one, who not being of the truth, don't know, nor can’t ſee,

what is the character, ſtate, and connection of that body, which is compoſed of

Christ and his people. But there is another common perplexity in this text.

, Question. Does the damnation then, which ſeems to be threatmed to the

unworthy receiver turn on this hinge, viz. that he don't know who are

chriſtians ? - -

ANswer 1. Diſcerning the body of Christ, no more implies what often

ftimulates the proud, ſelf-righteous quarrels about knowing who are chriſtians,

than it implies the ſeeing of that body which was tortured at Golgotha, at

every ſacrament. The ſaviour did not ſay it was a diſcrimination of his ſheep,

that they knew every voice made by each other; but that they all knew his

voice, and are diſpoſed to follow it. And juſt ſo often, and ſo far, as one

who is following that voice, can obſerve another acting on a like principle,

and purſuing the ſame end; he will as naturally conceive delight; as appre

hended likeneſs terds to excite delight in many other caſes. And, when

apprehenſions of the preſence, and influence of truth in another, begets

delight, 'tis evidential of the love of God in him who conceives the delight,

juſt as the text ſays, “we know we are paſſed from death to life, becauſe we

love the brethren.” But the diſcerning of the body of Christ, here con

tended for, is having ſuch knowlege of truth, as, while it gives underſtanding

of the import of the death of CHR 1st, it alſo at the time gives diſtinct

knowlege what the ſubječts of the kingdom of truth muſt be, and how they

ſtand diſtinguiſh’d from all the world; let who will be the perſons. And

this always implies complacent delight in all who appear to be ſuch, without

reſtraint by any other circumſtance by which they may differ. And as this

: complacence among communicants, or any who appear to be of the truth,

yields mutual refreſhment to their minds, and they herein are a ſweet favour

...to him, by whom they became ſuch; ſo in this love of the brethren, lies

their fellowſhip with each other; and by this they become one bread. I Cor.

3. 17.

2. As to the damnation mention'd in this text, which has given occaſion to

numberleſs inventions, to ſober down the bugbear to a conſiſtency with the

kingdom of falſhood, and the comfortable gratification of the religious luſts

of its ſubjects, there needs only to be ſaid, -

1: THAT every perſon in the world, not already poſſeſſing ſalvation in the

truth, is intitled to damnation; and by ſo much the more, as his religious

charaćter and profeſſions diſtinguiſh him.

. 2. It is in general well known, among ſuch, under the goſpel, that there

is no way for their deliverance, but that repreſented in the ſigns of the holy
ſacrament. 3. When
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3. WHEN perſons with this witneſs in their conſciences, that there is no

way for their ſalvation, but through the attonement there figured out; do yet

hold faſt iniquity, and only uſe the ſacred ſigns, as a help and furtherance to

the hopes they have already conceived; what is the implication of ſuch

condućt When their conſciences witneſs a diſagreement with revealed truth;

and that condemnation lies againſt all that are not of the truth; and yet

they proceed to uſe the figns of that only ſaving truth in ungodlineſs; and

even as a quieting ſupport againſt a ſenſe of their ungodlineſs? Why the

language of this condućt, in every ſuch communicant is, “I know damnation

awaits me, if I am not delivered by the attonement here repreſented; but I

can't give up all; I can't be all at mere mercy at preſent; the good Lord for

give me, while I honour my profeſſion before the people, and put as favour

àble a conſtruction as ever thou can't on the ſhort comings of a poor creature;”

and ſo eats and drinks. The word, and his conſcience tell him, that all

beſide the ſalvation here repreſented is damnation; the ſame word, and

conſcience witheſs plain enough, that he is beſide it; yet he eats and drinks.

Though he has means enough of knowlege, that the judgment of God is

againſt all who are not of the truth; yet though he is not of the truth, he

eats and drinks. , And ſuch muſt his caſe continue to be, until his contempt

of the only ſalvation ſhall ceaſe to witneſs and ſeal his damnation.

4, SINCE the bible ſufficiently explains its own words, ſuch as pleaſe, may

conſult Rom. ii. 2. with that context, where the word rendered damnation in

Corinthians, is rendered judgment, ſuch as God executes againſt tranſgreſſors.

Alſo in Rom. v. 16. it is rendered judgment, even that which is to condem

nation. - - - - *

5. It will doubtleſs be allowed, that the ſame thing is meant by damnation

in the text before us, as is meant by being “ guilty of the body and blood

of the Lord,” in v. 27. Now the Greek word there, is enochor; and the

uſe of it in other places of ſcripture may be ſeen, in Mark iii. 29. “He that

ſhall blaſpheme againſt the holy ghoſt, hath never forgiveneſs, but is in danger

of eternal damnation.” So Yames ii. 10. “Whoſoever ſhall keep the whole

law, and yet offend in one point, is guilty of all.” Let any one judge what

is the import and conſequence, of being found guilty of all. From theſe

remarks, it is evident enough, what every ſubjećt of the dominion of falſ

hood muſt eat and drink, when he eats the bread, and drinks the cup,

which are the memorials of the kingdom of truth, and appropriated to the

members of the body of CHRIST. - -

24. AND ſo we ſee what is the diſtinguiſhing charaćter of ſuch, all ſuch,

and only ſuch, as are of the church, or body of CHRIST ; viz. they are

'ſuch perſons, in whatever other charaćter, or circumſtances, as, by know

lege, and influence of ſelf conſiſting truth, are delivered from their natural

inconſiſtent, and abſurd dominion of falſhood, and are brought into a ſtate

of habitual and practical conſiſtency with God and all his perfections,—with

the ſpirit, and example of the ſon of God,—and ſo with the bible;—and

fuch charaćters and relations, as God in his providence has placed them in.

So the operations of truth diſcover its nature, by begetting and maintaining

conſºftency, juſt as far, and as faſt, as they are felt. Therefore, “in this the

children of God are manifeſt, and the children of the Devil; whoſoever

doth not righteouſneſs, is not of God ; neither he that loveth not his brother.”

1 John iii. io.

25. It may then be determined peremptorily, that ſuch ſpecial ordinances

as derive their authority through the new teſtament, are proper ſummaries;
- truth?

-
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truth; and are appointed to memorialize all its contents. And ſo are expref.

five of all the ſaviour was of, and all he did; and of conſequence, imply what

is the ſtate of men without him; and the ſalvation that is in him. And ſo

are ſignificantly diſtinguiſhed by the frequent ſcriptural phraſe, “the new

1e/fament.” I Cor. xi. 25. Becauſe they are witneſſing monuments of the

feheme, which, though quite natural to truth, and ſo eternal; yet has been

by truth itſelf, in theſe laſt days, made manifeſt for ſaving men, who can

otherwiſe have no degree of hope. 9th and 10th chap. of Heb.

Question. Can any then, conſiſtently, be ſuppoſed to be ſubjećts of theſe

ordinances, who are not of the truth; are not poſſeſſed of the truth figured

in thoſe ordinances, by the only way of poſſeſſing truth, in any caſe, viz.

by believing it Can it be conſiſtent, for ſuch as do not underſtand, have na

#nowlege of truth; but are of courſe heartily averſe to it, in every view; are

cordial ſubječts of the dominion of falſhood; to be ſuppoſed the ſubjects,

for whom ordinances, whoſe only deſign is to memorialize truth, ſhould be

intended by the inſtitutor?

ANswer 1. If the ſtate of men, to be memorialized by appointment of

natural ſelf-conſiſtency, is, as has been ſhewn, and as truth has every where

affirmed, all deſtitute of goodneſs, ſtrength, and worthineſs of acceptance;

as unable to every divine purpoſe, as an infant to natural ones; then 'tis

evident, that confiſtency itſelf can’t be more conſiſtent than in appointing

one of thoſe memorials for infants, as a conſtant publick ſpeaking example,

of the moral ſtate of all men. In this view, when little children were

brought to him, whoſe only buſineſs was to manifeſt the mind of God, and

expreſs the whole of truth; Matt. xix. 13, &c. and when ſome, who con

ceived there could be none of thoſe qualifications in infants which they

fuppoſed needful, in order to benefit by Chs 1st, forbad them; truth itſelf,

with all the authority of the univerſe, iſſues an edićt, as unrepealable, as

his will, “ſuffer little children, and forbid them not to come unto me.” The

reaſon, he adds, “ for of ſuch is the Kingdom of heaven.” Intimating thereby,

that as all thoſe, for whoſe ſake the kingdom of heaven is revealed, are as

helpleſ to their own ſalvation, as theſe infants; ſo infants are as neceſſary a

fymbol, or ſpeaking fign and repreſentation, as any ſuch thing can be needful,

plainly to ſhew to men what they are, relative to acceptance with God ; or,

to the work of perfect righteouſneſs. And ſo the ſame ordinance is equally

roper for all, of whatever age, who by truth are brought to ſee all that,

in their own helpleſs ſtate, which infants are deſigned to teach. And if it is

objećted, that infants can be no otherwiſe of the truth, than adults; and ſo

can no more than theſe, without holineſs, be conſiſtent ſubjećts of an ordi

nance, whoſe whole deſign is to memorialize truth; it would be proper to

anſwer; let the diſpute be commenced with him who made the ordinance,

appointed its import and its uſe in the church.

Yet it may be ſaid, that as truth had ever but one thing in view immedi

ately, viz. to make known its own original to finners, as the only poſſible

means of their ſalvation; ſo its various dićtates agree and meet, in this one

deſign. And ſo the dedication of infants being long ago expreſsly com

manded to Abraham, the great example of faith and obedience, is of equal

force to this day; having never been revoked: The form has been altered,

not the thing itſelf. For truth is the ſame, and of the ſelf ſame mind now,

as four thouſand years ago. So, this leading ačt of publick religion, is

illuſtrated by many things. Children are our firſt, and beſt fruits, and are

#ill to be publickly offered to GoD, on the reaſon of the moſt antientPrº
- O
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of truth, of that tenor. They are the firſt and beſt ſheaf, of all the field of

our common enjoyments; which by original law wes to be waved, for a wave

offering to the lord; and then, and not till then, was the reſt of the field to

be enjoyed. For, by waving the firſt ſheaf, the divine property in the whole

field was acknowledged; there was no holineſs in the firſt fruits, or beſt ſheaf,

any more than in the veſſels of the ſančtuary; except as they were openly

avowed to be the lord's. But every perſon who would be viewed as on the

lord’s ſide, and ſo of the truth, muſt obſerve and do his will, in all theſe

things. Truth never had but one kingdom, and of that kingdom, the ſame

truth has declared little children to be. And as to know our moral ſtate, is

neceſſary, in order to ſalvation, for “the whole need not a phyſician.” So

one of the two ſymbolical ſummaries of truth, in order to perfeót ſelf con

fiſtency, ought, in the ſubject, as well as its purifying quality, to repreſent

us, juſt as redemption views and finds us. 'Tis doubtleſs eſſentially neceſſary

that the party in whoſe name and right, and by whoſe means theſe ſubjects

are exhibited, ſhould be viewed as of the truth. For the

Second anſwer, is on all confiderations abſolute; chriftian ordinances were

made for chriftians. Inſtitutions which have nothing in them, but truth to be

believed; were made for ſuch as believe the truth of them. Conſequently, all

fuch as really do ſo believe, have right to them; and 'tis as evident no others can

have ſuch right. Heb. x. 19.-22. Herein, the natural conſiſtency of the

whole kingdom of truth appears. So the firſt of theſe ordinances, are for

ſuch adults as ſee their ſtate of pollution and helpleſneſs, properly repreſented

by fallen infants; and for the children of ſuch adults; for the language of

truth is, Aéis ii. 38.39. That the promiſe imported in this ordinance, is to

ſuch, and to their children. And all thoſe who underſtand the ſtate of men,

in reſpect of ability to make ſome progreſs towards God, to be compleatly

repreſented by fallen infants; and that in ſuch view of them, the promiſe, or

good news ofſalvation, is proclaimed among them; and as it finds them in it,

propoſes their deliverance from it; will be prepared to acknowledge the

matter, meaning, and ſubječt of this ordinance, juſt as conſiſtent truth has

planned them. For ſuch, being taught the truth as it is in Jesus, do all

of them know, that as the ſalvation repreſented in this ordinance, is as ſuitable

and ſufficient for their children, as it was for themſelves; ſo the ſign of it

muſt be as properly applied to them, when they are offered by believers, as it

could be applied to ſuch believers themſelves. The other ordinance is for

nouriſhing life when it is begotten; for no one can remember what he never

knew. Yet the lord's ſupper is the memorial of, and incentive to that divine

principle, which, in man, was ſupplanted by hatred to every holy objećt;

and which therefore can’t be commemorated, but by thoſe in whom this

enmity has again been ſuperceeded by the native principle of truth; which

is love. I john iv. 7, &c. -

26. It muſt then appear, that the only qualification for communion with

God, in any, and every caſe, is truth; which only can make likeneſs to

God, in conſcience, ſentiment, and love; and ſo qualify for divine

fellowſhip. 1 john i. 3.-8.

Where the truth is known, and ſo of courſe becomes the objećt of choice

and delight, it muſt naturally form the ſoul and life into conſiſtency with God,

juſt as he is made manifeſt by Jesus Christ ; and ſo as likeneſs takes place,

fellowſhip muſt follow. 2 Cor. vi. 14.—18. And by conſequence, no one

tan have any communion with God, in any caſe whatever, who has not

received the kingdom of truth. For “what concord hath Christ with

Belial ** 27. Just
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27. Just ſo evidently does it appear, what is the only qualification for

viſible communion; viz. aſppearance of truth. So that, juſt ſo far as any

perſon appears to be taught, and governed by truth, as equally the character

of God, of Jesus CHR is r, and the bible; juſt ſo far is he qualified for

viſible communion. For “whoſoever tranſgreſſeth, and abideth not in the

doğrine of CHR is r, hat; not GOD.” Therefore, if there come any unto

you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not. 2 john 9. io.” . The ſame

therefore is the only ground of ſcriptural charity, 2 John i. z. And as this

makes viſible likeneſs in the church, ſo it equally begets union in the body.

So John xvii. 17.2 1. ſpeaks thus; “ſanctify them through thy truth, thy

word is truth—that they all may be one.” &c. So we ſee there is the ſelf ſanie

reaſon of union in the part of the church; which is yet militant; as in that

which is triumphant. For as the appearance of truth, is the glory which

Christ puts on his people, ſo he ſays, “the glory which thou haſt given

me, I have given them, that they may be one, even as we are one.” John

xvii. 22. And ſo as was obſerved before, truth is a character incluſive of the

divine nature of both parts of the church, viz. militant and triumphant, and

of the holy book, as containing in a perfect manner, the ſtory of both God

and the church; and which therefore is the medium of all mutual tranſactions

between the two. -

28. It now appears, what conſtitutes moral obligations; viz a ſenfibility

of conſcience about what is truth, in any caſe; or, which is the ſame thing;

it is conſcience being ſenſible what is the mind of God in that caſe. For

conſcience never can pay any regard at all, in any caſe, to any thing, but its

own notion of truth; or which is always the ſame thing, its own ſenſe of the

mind of God. Brutes have evidently ſome reaſoning faculty, but they have

no conſcience; therefore no moral obligations. The work of conſcience, is

to teſtify about truth, or right, or the mind of God ; and how its contrary

ſtands related to it, in nature and demerit. Conſequently, moral obligations

muſt be equally extenſive, in every view, with conſciouſneſs. So we find the

bible, is an addreſs to conſcience. 2 Cor. iv. 2. “By manife:tation of the

truth, commending ourſelves to every man's conſcience, in the fight of God.”

29. But there can be nothing inferred from the ſubject thus illuſtrated,

more evidently than-the reaſon of guilt and peace to men. For the former

muſt be conſciouſneſs of inconſiſtency with inflexible truth; and the latter of

cordial acquieſcence with it. Therefore in the former caſe, no creature can

pacify; in the latter none can deſtroy peace. In this view, the pſalmit ſays.
“great peace have they who love thy law, and nothing ſhali offend them.”

This opens the reaſon of hell and heaven. For in heil, there is not only

nothing to aſſwage a conſciouſneſs of inconſiſtency with the divine nature and

dominion; but every thing to increaſe, fix, and perpetuate it; therefore truth

has ſaid, “ their worm dieth not.” But in heaven, there is nothing to give

diſquiet; but every ſatisfying and pacifick circumſtance which can exiſt there.

Therefore tears are wiped away, the wicked ceaſe from troubling and the

weary are at reſt. Of conſequence, the preſent viſion of God, as perfection of

truth, with agreeable or diſagreeable conſciouſneſs, muſt make and maintain

the nature and difference of heaven and hell. - -

30. This opens the truth of the infinite privilege, of what is called a day.

of grace. It ſhews alſo the incomprehenſible mercy of attonement made;
bible given, and of all the works, and all the inſtitutions of GoD. Since alb

theſe meaſures have been concerted, only to make the truth, or the nature and

will of God, manifeſt to the conſciences of men; and according to the treat

- - , Rhenix
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inent, which each perſon's heart yields to theſe evident figns and tokens of

Go", which conſtantly attend him, the great judge is as conſtantly taking,

trial of him for eternity. And ſuch only, who in this time of trial, are

found to be brought into an hearty agreement, and acquieſcence with God,

or truth, as made manifeſt in the attonement, or work of CHRIST ; and ſo.

with all his other meaſures, for effectuating the defign of that work, ſhall

have their love and joy perfeóted, and fixed, with unfailing and growing

enjoyments forever and ever. While the crowds of thoſe who always found.

means to maintain their averſion and oppoſition, to all theſe tokens of that

loving kindneſs which flows from the nature of eternal truth, ſhall ſtill poſſeſs

their own averſions, in unavoidable viſion of the ſame God, whom they

always oppoſed, which the bible calls “unquenchable fire.” -

31. But then, the moral ſtate, in which chriſtianity finds every perſon.

in the world, is the direct reverſe of truth. It is a ſtate of hearty inconfiſtency.

with Gob, with the whole work of CHRIST, with the bible, and natural

dićtates of conſcience. In this view of all men, the tender mercies of the

truth provided redemption; and determised all his meaſures of condućt

towards them : So we ſee they are all expreſsly calculated to creatures

thoroughly averſe to God, and their own intereſt; “I have called, and ye

refuſed.” Prov. i. zo–27. And ſo find alſo, that the way of ſalvation for

men, always was, and always muſt be heartily oppoſed by every perſon in

the world, till the truth of it takes poſſeſſion of his heart, and makes it free.

Which while it yields reaſon of pity, patience, and much prayer to all, either

publickly or privately engaged in the labours of the truth, with aſſurance

that its purpoſe ſhall ſtand. It alſo expoſes to open view, the ignorance and

deep enmity of all, in both publick and private life, who heartily try to fit

better charaćter to men, and make ſome natural coalition between darkneſs

and light; between CHRIST and Belial. - -

32. THEN the firſt degree of alteration, in any perſon's moral ſtate, is by

his being poſſeſſed of truth; or by his receiving the knowlege of God; by

means of which alone, converſion is wrought. “Ye ſhall know the truth,

and the truth ſhall make you free,” John viii. 32. Which detects numberr

leſs deluſions on which men riſque their eternal ſtate, and ſhews that no acts

of the ſoul, no frames of the mind, no motions of affections, no terrors,

fears, or reaching of defires, no purpoſes, or performances of duty; be they

ever ſo many, or ever ſo good, can begin to effect the moral change. For’tis

more impoſſible that a ſubject of the kingdom of falſhood, ſhould contribute

to his own ſalvation, who has not a ſufficiency for one good thought, 2 Cor.

iii. 5. than that one convićt of treaſon, ſhould procure his diſcharge, while his

eſtate and life are equally forfeited. On which ſeveral enquiries ariſe; as,

Quest Ion I. Does not this doćtrine render uſeleſs, if not ſinful, all

religious exhortations, duties, and uſe of means ? How then can theſe bs

according to truth; though injoined in the bible

ANswer 1. The phraſe, means of grace, as meaning things of any ſort,

as done, or attended on by us, by which to obtain favour and acceptance

with God ; to prevail with God for ſuch acceptance; or to furniſh reaſon

and motive for it; is not to be found, in either the expreſſion, or meaning of

any text in the bible; and ſo may be confidered as a favourite expreſſion,

only in the empire of falſhood. The bible indeed teaches, that beholdi

his glory, we are changed; alſo that ſuch glory can be ſeen, only in bible

truth; which is the glaſs in which we behold it. 2 Cor. iii. 18. Therefore,

“the truth ſhall make you free.” * 'tis, certain, from the nature*:
- * G
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the caſe, and from the word of God, that nothing elſe can produce that
cffect. -

2. Though obligations to all ſorts of duty, are, in their ſeveral caſes,

indiſpenſably of force on the conſcience; yet, as men naturally don't view

themſelves inconſiſtent with all theſe obligations, which 'tis neceſſary they

ſhould, in order to falvation; becauſe the whole don’t need a phyſician; and

becauſe, ’tis in fact true, that in us dwells no good thing ; ſo it is of great

neceſſity for every one to know the relation he ſtands in to the original of all

theſe obligations; or to the precepts of the holy book. For, till we know

this, as we find all duties of uſe in ſociety; ſo we ſhall judge them to be of

ſome anſwerable availance towards our acceptance with God, till we find the

contrary by experiment. But when we know, that what we ſo much naturally

depend on as means of hope, are of no conſideration with God; except as

evidences of pride, and reaſons for damnation; then, and never till then,

will the account of attonement, contained in the bible, appear to be ſufficient

of itſelf; by our being enabled to believe it, and ſo of courſe to find reſt, and

ſalvation in it. Saul was always alive in hope, by his duties, till in perform

ing them, according to his views, he found he had never done one according

to the commandment, then his hope died; but his ſoul found life from

another quarter. Therefore he allowed the commandment good; but he was

wrong. Rom. vii. 7–14

Question 2. But how can it be according to truth, for perſons to be

ſaved in ſuch a promiſcuous manner, without regard to characters, or worldly

circumſtances

ANswer 1. Such diſtinétions among men, as ariſe from the authority or

cuſtoms of men, are exačtly of no account with GoD ; nor can he, in con

fiſtency with himſelf, pay any regard to them, in diſperfing the mercies of

ſalvation. Aës x. 34, 35. For he views men of all diſtinctions in the ſame

oint of light; they are all alike included in the ſcriptural chara&ters of proud,

ignorant of God, enemies to the croſs of CHE1st, without hope, &c.

Nothing begins to make any agreeable difference among them, but receiving

that truth, in which is ſalvation.

2. Only ſuch perſons, among men, as know, and heartily admit their

own charaćters, as drawn in the word of truth, will ever believe the divine

account of compleat and certain ſalvation, by mere grace of God ; and ſo

with all their ſtrength, do honour to its original fountain; which is the thing

the whole ſcheme aims at, and wherewith God is well pleaſed. Heb. xiii. 15,

16. And as the point which original truth is at, and can't but be at, is to

procure ſuch honours to itſelf; ſo no matter, who or what is the ſubjećt, in

other reſpeas. No matter of what diſtinétion; no matter of what nation he

is, who thus fears God, and anſwerably works righteouſneſs, as evidential

of the truth of his divine principle, he “is accepted of him.” A&s x. 35.

Question 3. But is it not evidently inconſiſtent with the natural freedom

of the will, for it to be changed by mere power -

Answer 1. But if it is evidently an impoſſibility in the nature of things,

for any will of a finner to change itſelf; then there remains only this choice

to be made, viz. to agree that it ſhall be changed by the power of God; or

go unchanged to eternity. Now the will of one, who is altogether in a ſtate

of fin, muſt be altogether a finful will. But what modification can a will

all finful, put itſelf into, which ſhall be holy Or how ſhall that which has

no holineſs, begin to poſſeſs itſelf of holineſs? Many who are not uſed to

thinking, would be quite willing to ſay of the will, in ſuch caſe, that it muſt

- - chooſe
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chooſe to be holy, and then it will be holy; for it muff-be as it chooſes to be:

But it may as eaſily be ſaid, how can the will, which is already engroſſed by

a finful choice make a holy one? Or how can it exerciſe what it has not got?

So from its nature it muft remain as it does chooſe to be. Therefore they

who are without CHRIST, are without hope. Eph. ii. 12. -

2. But the will's freedom really lies in ačting according to choice; ſo it

exerciſes all its freedom in the way of finning, and has none to exerciſe in any

other way. So if it is not delivered, by a power without itſelf, there can be

no poſſibility of eſcaping damnation. But if the power which changes it,

and gives it a new choice to act from, is inſtantaneous, and ſo can’t interrupt

its free ačtion, then there can be no pretence of inconſiſtency. And that it is

ſo, the nature of the caſe and the word of GoD determine. For firſt appré

henſions, in all caſes, are inſtantaneous. Every thing which moves a wi !,

moves it inſtantaneouſly, be it more or leſs moved. So our wills are changed

by the will of GoD, making uſe of truth; the influence in all caſes is inſtan

taneous; for it always moves choice or averſion in all caſes, the inſtant of its

apprehenſion. jam. i. 18. John xv. 24, laſt clauſe. .." -

33. From all that has been ſaid, there ariſes to view, a very natural

reaſon for ſeveral obſervable occurrences, among profeſſors of chriſtianity.

As, - - *-*

1. We may ſay with freedom, that the reaſon why the churches in general

confiſt of ſo many members, who are ignorant of God, of the chriſtian

attonement, of converſion, and ſanétification, and do accordingly ſhew their

diſguſt at ſuch plain truths as CHR Isr and his apoſtles preached, and ſtigma

tize the preachers of ſuch truths with marks of reproach; I ſay the reaſon of

this remark, ſo generally to be made, muſt be ignorance of truth, as the

character of God, of the work of CHR 1st, of the bible, and ſo of the church

or body of CHRIST, as born of that truth, believed, built upon it, and

living by it; and the ignorance which produces the things above remarked,

muſt be charged on thoſe perſons who were employed in conducting ſuch

members into communion. For if they knew ſuch truth, and were themſelves

accordingly governed by it, they could not find approbation, ſatisfying agree

ment, and fellowſhip with ſuch as do not diſcover any ſcriptural evidence of

like acquaintance with it; and ſo for ſake of truth, would be jealous of incor

porating traitors in the body of CHRIST ; for, 2 Cor. vi. 14, 15. ſays,

& what fellowſhip hath righteouſneſs with unrighteouſneſs; or what commu

nion hath light with darkneſs —or what part hath he that believeth, meta

ap:/?ou, with an unbeliever ?” Therefore in the ſame paſſage, the apoſtle

forbids believers to be yoked with unbelievers; and evidently enough therein

points at church-fellowſhip. But by reaſon of amazing corruption in theſe

affairs of the houſe of God, they who find their comfort in divine truth, are

led to join the mourning prophet, jeremiah 23 chap. And to ſay with the

evangelical one, Iſa. iii, 12. “O my people, they which lead thee,” viz. in

matters of religion, “ cauſe thee to err, and deſtroy the way of thy paths.”

2. Though it can never be expected, that men in this preſent ſtate,

however experienced in the truth, ſhould in every point agree in ſentiment,

which will always call forth, the exerciſe of benevolence, and love for the truth

fake that is in them, along with their other various peculiar motions of leſs

importance. Yet infallible truth has ſecured concurrence, exact concurrence

of ſentiment in the main point, eſpecially among teachers, viz. in viewing

and preaching CHRIST, as the ſole and ſufficient relief for finners; and that

in his merit alone, is eyerlaſting ſalvation; which is called their ſeeing eye to

- eye.
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eye. Iſa. li. 8. So the fingle point wherein they ſhall be united, is, that

Jesus Christ is the truth, reſpešting God, whom he compleatly revealed,

and made manifeſt; and the truth, reſpecting men, whoſe charaćter and ſtate,

as helpleſ; and hopeleſs, he aſcertained inconteſtibly; the truth alſo, as exhi

biting the only and moſt perfect medium, by which thoſe of them who

believe, and ſo become poſſeſſed of truth, as chara&teriſtic of him, ſhall infal

libly live forever. And ſo this ſtands for the ſole article of union and unifor

mity in the church, at her beſt eſtate. The grand article of chriſtian agree

ment, in which the people of God ſhall ſee eye to eye, is “ the Lo R D our

righteouſneſs,” as the only medium of acceptance, and ſo of ſalvation; to the

expreſs excluſion of every other confideration.

3. We ſee a common reaſon of religious diſſentions, and querulous debates

among thoſe who hold the bible for their religious ſyſtem, viz. ignorance of

ſelf-conſiſting truth. For as knowlege of it, always neceſſarily fixes every

one's notion of what is effential in religion, and ſo makes aſ cement and

love; ſo the want of ſuch knowlege, leaves perſons ignorant of the only

mean of acceptance; the only evidence of likeneſs and partnerſhip in one

common cauſe; and ſo of the only incentive to mutual love, inviolable by

every other power. Want of knowlege in the ſame caſe, neceſſarily induces

every perſon to ſubſtitute ſomething elſe, as a mean of acceptance, evidence

of divine rights, and reaſon of love, and ſo of obedience; and every one

muſt from the nature of the caſe, as matter of eternal importance, hold what

he ſo ſubſtitutes inſtead of the truth, to be eſſential in his ſyſtem. Now as

men's ſentiments, or religious complexions, are naturally as various as their

features; ſo the ſubſtituted eſſentials, muſt be about as numerous as the

perſon's ſubſtituting; and about as different as the lines of their faces. Every

one alſo obliged to ſupport his own ſubſtituted eſſential as the pillar, and

reaſon of his eternal hopes. So every one's religion, muſt make him quarrel

for it, with zeal exactly proportioned to the ſtrength of his hope. And as

every one's ſubſtituted eſſential, fills his eye, and engages all his zeal; ſo

every one muſt in exact proportion to his religion be filled with ſelf-love, and

hatred of his brother. Exactly from this point, ariſe all thoſe religious

averſions, oppoſitions, perſecutions, envies, and evil ſpeakings, which ſelf

ſufficient truth alone can prevent, and which it expreſsly forbids, and natu

rally ſets aſide. 1 Peter ii, 1, 2, &c. -

34. We next ſee a reaſon why the word of God, as the only compleat

deſcription of truth, that ever can reach any of our ſenſes, has ſo little

influence on mankind; and why it has no place in any perſon at all, till the

ſtrong man armed is diſpoſſeſſed by it; and why it muſt till that, be oppoſed

in one way or other without exception, by every one of mankind; viz.

becauſe no one knows it; no one underſtands it; and ſo no one can believe it;

for none can believe what he does not know, or know what he does not

underſtand. So when he who was truth itſelf, would deſcribe and diſtinguiſh

thoſe who are of the truth, he ſays, Matt. xiii. 23. He that received ſeed into

od ground, is he that heareth the word, and underſtandeth it, and ſo

eareth fruit. This opens to our view, I Cor. ii. 14, 15. Pſuchicos, the

foully man, or the man who is governed by his own heart, and the imagina

tions of it, inſtead of truth, he receiveth not the things of the ſpirit of God,

for they are fooliſhneſs to him, he don’tjthem; he apprehends

good reaſon in what he ſubſtitutes inſtead of the truth, in matters of religion;

ſo, he holds to that, and rejects the truth, as ſeing no confiſtency, reaſon

ableneſs, or beauty in it, that it ſhould be defired. Whereas Pneumatices,

- - the
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the ſpiritual man, is furniſhed to judge of both, having himſelf been in the

former ſtate, and by light of truth learned the nature and danger of it; and

being delivered from the dark and blind deluſions of it, has found life and

liberty to his ſoul in the truth, ſo is judge of both, To this purpoſe the Lora

himſelf ſpeaks, join xviii. 37. “every one that is of the truth, heareth my

voice,” i. e., underſtandeth the word of the kingdom, is prepared to attend to

it, and receive it; whereas every other perſon in hearing of the goſpel, being

on another plan for acceptance with God, and having already ſubſtituted the

fuppoſed neceſſary means for it, receives not the plan the goſpel exhibits;

and in proportion as it is urged on him, muſt have his foreign attachments

and views irritated, riſing in the ſame proportion towards the height of oppo

fition and moral malice, until the native power of 'truth break down the

ſtrength of pride within him, by knowledge of itſelf, as it is in Jesus.

35. In the light of what was remarked concerning truth, in the two laſt

inferrences, we may clearly underſtand, Matt. x. 39. “He that findeth his

life, ſhall loſe it;” i. e. He who deviſeth any manner of way to hope for

ſalvation, and ſo to get a little preſent comfort to his uneaſy conſcience, ſhall

as ſurely loſe his hope, and all the comfort ariſing from it, as he deviſed it;

or as he took comfort in it; or as it was deviſed and uſed in oppoſition to, and

contempt of the plan which truth exhibits for hope and comfort to finners.

The ſame paſſage of ſcripture, alſo aſſures us, that “He who loſeth his life,

ſhall find it.” That is, he who from a knowledge of the alone ſufficiency of

truth, to give hope and comfort to a guilty conſcience, loſeth, moſt gladly

loſeth, all that, which before gave him hope and comfort, and ſo was his life;

ſhall aſſuredly find both hope and conſolation, ſuch as riſeth from experience

of infallible truth, and which therefore ſhall be eternal. And ſo we find that

truth is the hinge of all real hope, ſoul reſt, and ſalvation, to ſuch as have

knowledge of it; and is the reaſon of preſent guilt, and eternal hell, to all

who find their habitual pleaſure beſide it.

36. AND ſo we ſee the only medium of communion between God, and

ſome among tranſgreſſors; it is divine truth. For only by truth, is GoD

expreſſed to men; and only as it is underſtood can we know God, only by

its own proper influence can we be like him; ſo only truth is the medium of

all divine communion. Hence it appears, that there can be no divine fellow

ſhip for ſuch, as not underſtanding and ſo not believing divine truth, or the

ſtory of GoD, as contained in the bible, are not poſſeſſed of it, or governed

by it; are not of the truth. In the ſame view it alſo appears, that no perſon

has more communion, or fellowſhip with God, than he has of the truth, in

his underſtanding and ačtual knowledge. This ſhews the reaſon of the im

portance of faith, which is our poſſeſſion of the truth. Eph. iii. 17. 18. 19.

This alſo ſhews the reaſon of the peculiar freedoms, which evidently take place

between GoD and thoſe who are of the truth; for they are juſt ſo far partakers

of the divine nature. From this ariſes every divine qualification and character

aſcribed to men in the bible; and on this depends every divine enjoyment in

this life, and that which is to come. Indeed truth, as charaćteriſtic of Gop,

and of all that was done by CHR1st in the fleſh, and ſo as furniſhing the

revealed hiſtory of GoD, is the only medium of free communion, or com

fortable fellowſhip among men. Eph. ii. 14. 17. 18. For the ſame which

makes peace, union, and fellowſhip with God, produces the ſame effects

among thoſe who are ſubjećts of it, . Here we may remark,

1. All charity both to God and man, ariſes from poſſeſſion, and ſo from

genuine influence of truth; ſecond epiſtle of John, And there can be none to

either, from any other cauſe. t 2. THERE
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2. THE RE appears a natural reaſon, why faith ſhould always work

by love, and never by any thing elſe; viz. becauſe as ſoon as truth is believed,

or a perſon is poſſeſſed of its reality, he not only perceives the amiable excel

lencies of divine objects believed, but by the poſſeſſion and influence of them,

he is made like them; and ſo love and delight ariſe as freely, yea, as neceſ.

ſarily, as any effect in nature, 2 John i. 2,

3. THEN ſuch as do not ſo delight in the truth, are as much fallen to the

love ofman, as they be to the love of God; and are as deeply, and from the

ſame original poſſeded of envy to men, as of enmity to God. Theſe are the

principles of all human life, till belief of truth gives birth to love in its two

branches, viz. to God and man; and then the two natural principles are juſt

ſo far ſupplanted. So the charity which ariſes in knowledge of truth, is

equally the cure of enmity and envy; and alike takes place of them as to its

own two objects. On theſe two hang all the law, and all the prophets.

Matt. xxii. 4o.

4. We may next ſee eaſy light on ſome paſſages, in Heb. vi. 4–6, and

Heb. x. 26, 27. commonly underſtood of the unpardonable in. To which

purpoſe obſerve;

1. THAT as Jesus CHR 1st was indeed GOB manifeſted, in human

nature; and as his deſign was to make ſuch manifeſtation compleat ; ſo the

ſummary and teſt of faith, in him is expreſſed in theſe words,--" If ye believe

not that I am he, ye ſhall die in your ſins.” john viii. 24. -

2. THAT accordingly all his diſcourſes, and miraculous works were, with

infinite wiſdom, and perfect pertinency and propriety, calculated to give evi

dence to the conſciences of all men; that he was what he claimed to be, the

Chriſ?, the ſon of GoD, and ſo to communicate infallibly to natural conſcience,

the evidence of faith in that caſe; that all who are made acquainted with theſe

credentials may be ſelf-condemned, for rejecting a known way of ſalvation,

if after ſuch light about CHRIST, as the divine Saviour, they ſtill are found

not to believe to finétification, and the ſaving of their ſouls,

3. THAT theſe evidences do always ſupport to natural conſcience, that he,

is the only Saviour of finners. So that the natural conſcience of all who hear

the goſpel ſtory, ſhall always know there is ſalvation by him, and conſequently

that there can be none in any other way or name. Therefore, john x. 37,

&c. gives us this view of his diſcourſe with the Jews, who ſought to kill him,

viz. if I do ſuch works as in their own nature prove all my higheſt pretenſions,

though ye will not believe me, in my verbal aſſertions, yet believe what my

works evidence to you, for they alone are ſufficient to make even you who

hate me, know and believe that the father is in me, and k in him, That is,

they alone, if you will ſuffer yourſelves to attend to them, are ſufficient to,

make you know and believe, that I am indeed be who was to come; the true.

CHR Is T.

4. THAT all perſons have a natural ability to attend, or not, to the evi

dence they are conſcious of in moral affairs, juſt as in thoſe of a natural

kind. Or men can naturally attend to the dićtates of their own conſcience,

about divine matters, as well as thoſe which concern their condućt among

men. This is obvious to common ſenſe. 'Tis evident, the natural effect of

fuch attention to the evidence of conſcience about divine matters, would be

a proportionably greater ſenſe of guilt and danger; and apprehenſions of it,

are a common reaſon why ſuch attention is no more given; but men may

attend to any dićtate of their own conſcience, as they pleaſe; and when by

ſuch attention, they, like the prodigal, are come to themſelves; they will

- - thena
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then, as he, be glad to underſtand by the ſpecial light, and powerful teach

ing of truth; that the truth, which their conſcience witneſſed of, is the

bread of heaven. That there is ſalvation in the ſame truth, concerning

which their conſcience bore witneſs. As conſcience diſtinguiſhes men from

brutes; ſo it is the immediate objećt of addreſs in the name of God. By

manifeſtation of the truth, ſays the apoſtle, commending our ſelves to every

man’s conſcience. 2 Cor. iv. 2. -

5. Such as do reject the evidence by which CHR 1st is proved to be the

only Saviour; and ſo fin wilfully after they have received ſuch evidence;

which, with reſpect to ſuch evidence, can only be in rejecting it, -as to do

right in reſpect of it, is to receive or believe it; ſuch I ſay, juſt as fºr as they

reječt, or reſiſt and oppoſe ſuch evidence, do manifeſtly put themſelves out

of poſſible reach of ſalvation; and this muſt be juſt as plain, as that there is

no other way of ſalvation, than that the evidence of which they refuſe.

6. Such refuſers therefore are the adverſaries, upenantious, who inwardly

and reſolvedly reſiſt the knowlege of truth, which they have received. Heb.

x. 27. For whom theſefore nothing remains but fiery indignation; becauſe

there can be no other ſalvation than that of which, in a determined manner,

they refuſe the plain intimations. Of courſe, ’tis eaſy to ſee, that there is

not ſo great difference, as is often ſuppoſed, between the caſe of thoſe who

periſh by what is called the unpardonable fin, and thoſe under the goſpel

who are ſuppoſed to periſh by other means. On which, one might only aſk,

do any periſh under the goſpel, who believe to ſanétification, the evidence of

the only poſſible ſalvation, exhibited to their conſciences in the new teſtament *

Surely not. Again; is there any one who periſheth from under clear goſpel

advantages, but only in conſequence of conſtant fixed oppoſition to the evi

dence of his own conſcience about the only ſaving deſigns of the goſpel

What can the periſhing of ſuch be aſcribed to, if not to a conſtant oppoſition

to the way of ſalvation, as revealed in the bible; to the knowledge of natural

conſcience Let no man ſay, when he is tempted, that he is tempted of God,

but that againſt light and knowledge, in his own conſcience, he of choice

conſents to be drawn away and enticed. In this light the apoſtle proceeds to

illuſtrate what is called the unpardonable fin, in the foregoing verſes, by

fhewing 29th verſe of this xth. of Heb. what is the caſe of all who periſh

from under the light of the goſpel; and ſays, “ of how much ſorer puniſh

ment,” than what finners received, who periſhed from under the firſt

covenant, “ ſuppoſe ye” that ſuch as periſh, muſt receive now, “..who have

trodden under foot the ſon of GoD ; and counted the blood of the covenant”

by ſhedding which, that ſon of God “ was ſančtified, an unholy thing,” and

ſo have done deſpite to the ſpirit of grace?” . *

7. ANY one who conſiders what bible truth is; and what doćtrine it con

tains, about fin, death, and deliverance by the blood of a ſaviour; and how

conſcience muſt be affected, with evidence of ſuch things; and that ſuch

impreſſions on the conſcience, car, only be made by the ſpirit, which is in

that truth; may find an eaſy ſenſe to all the paſſages about being enlightened,

and taſting, or feeling, and perceiving the heavenly gift, i. e. having light in

the conſcience, about deliverance come down from heaven, for ſuch as are

guilty. Heb. vi. 4, &c. And may find them abundantly fulfilled in the

operations of truth, on the natural conſcience, Now ſaith the apoſtle, if

ſuch ſhall fall away, it is impoſſible to renew them again to repentance.

1. Because their conſcience has had evidence, that there is ſalvation for

'ſuch as they, in what Christ has done; they have been enlightened to that

purpoſe. 2 BEcAU's E
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2. Because their conſcience has perceived plainly, by evidence of truth,

that ſuch ſalvation was finiſhed, .."offered freely; they have tailed the

heavenly gift. - - º

3. Because their conſcience has felt the influence of truth, convincing

them of the ſufficiency and freeneſs of the ſalvation wrought by CHR isº,

and witneſſed of in the bible; which influence was made by the ſpirit, which

is in that truth; and ſo they have partook of the holy ghoſt. -

4. And as the holy ghoſt made this influence by the word of truth, teſtifying

the merciful deſign of redemption, ſo they have taſted the good word of Gop.

5. AND as all this was effected on their conſcience entirely by divine.

power, ſo herein they have felt the powers of the world to coine. -

6. Because, as the greek word for failing away, which is parape/ontas,

fignifies to fall headlong, and is of the ſame import as the word uſed for the

firſt fall, by ruſhing againſt light, to eat the forbidden fruit; ſo it implies

only a little more of the ſame kind, which is found in all who oppoſe the

evidence of the ſaving truth under the goſpel.

7. Because, as there is no other mean of repentance, than this truth,

the light and evidence of which, the conſcicnce ſo repels; ſo this being deter

ifagainſt, ſhuts the only poſſible door of repentance.

This lays epen to view Luke xii. 1 o. as ſaying, whoſoever ſhall talk againſt

CHR 1st, it may be pardoned, as proceeding from ignorance, the conſcience

not having diſtinét evidence of him at that time, as the only and certain Savi

our of the wicked. But whoſoever, having ſuch evidence of the truth in his

conſcience, indulges his natural hatred of it, to a contemptuous puſh againſt

it, and excluſion of it, as what embitters his enjoyments, interrupts his joys,

and is the provoking trouble of his conſcience, does truly blaſpheme the holy

hoſt, who is the author of this ſenſible evidence of truth; and ſo does as to

#.ifcrucify and put to death the ſon of God in the court of his own heart,

and make an example of him, as we ſay in reproach of one who provokes

us; which is rendered putting him to ſhame,

And ſo this whole affair about the unpardonable ſin, is repreſented, Heb. vi.

{ 8. by a ſimilitude taken from the earth, which receives rain in common,

ut ſome ſpots are made to bring forth wholeſome food ; other ſpots from

reaſons within themſelves, will only ſo much the readier bring forth thorns

and briars; and therefore muſt be reječted, curſed, and burned.

This whole affair is alſo repreſented doćtrinally, by the parable of the

ſower, in Luke viii. and practically by the different treatment, which the ſame

truth met with from chriſtians and jews, when GoD was manifeſt in our

fleſh. And conſequently is ačted over in fact, by all who have the goſpel

now.

37. We learn from the whole, the only reaſon, and unfailing certainty of

chriſtian perſeverance; it entirely conſiſts in truth, being engaged for that

purpoſe. God made manifeſt to the guilty in what CHR 1st did, which muſt

imply belief, in the ſenſe of the bible, is the only poſſible means of converſion

of a finner; and he whoſe true character is God made manifeſt, has ſaid, of

ſuch, “they ſhall never periſh.” john x. 28. And as he ſaid, reſpe&ting Peter's

confeſſion of him, “on this rock will I build my church;” ſo chriſtians may

ſay in the belief of this his own averment, concerning them; on this impreg

nable rock is built the infallibility of our everlaſting hope ; which gives

occaſion to remark a few things. - -

1. TRUTH's engagements for the eternal preſervation of its ſubjećts, cannot

in conſiſtency with itſelf, hold any involuntarily, or influence them as mere

machines;

i
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#machines; for though of his own will he begat them, which muſt be ſo, if

truth is the begetter; yet as to progreſſion, they being now made alive, he

woiks in them daily to will, and ſo to do. So he has none but a willing

people. And this influence on the will, being from him, is ſo far from fixin

the vulgar notion of mechaniſm in this caſe, as that 'tis certain, every will§

aii men moved to good, muſt be totally from that only cauſe, inaſmuch as

it is obviouſly a ſelf-contradićtion, to ſuppoſe the will of any man, in any

caſe, to be its own mover; fince it can’t but imply, that the will in that caſe

always moves, before it begins to move. For if the will is ſuppoſed to move

upon deſign, or in conſequence of choice, then it muſt defign or chooſe, in

order to move; but for the will to defign, or chooſe to move, is an act or

motion of the will; ſo it muſt move, before it begins to move. Therefore

no ſelf determining power in the will of man. -

24, HE who moves his people to will, and to do, is abſolute Lord of all

things; and as to ſave finners with an everlaſting ſalvation, and ſo effectuate

the will of his father, or the good pleaſure of truth, is his grand deſign; ſo

as ſurely as abſolute lordſhip can always do its will, and as infallibility can't

be diſappointed; ſo ſurely all hisº, all his words, all his worlds, are as

much and as infallibly in every view, made ſubſervient to this one immediate

deſign, as the deity can be fixed in his governing view. So he is univerſal

conftency. In this view we ſhould always read, “it is your father's good plea

ſure to give you the kingdom, and “my council ſhall ſtand, and I will do

all my pleaſure,” “none ſhall ever pluck them out of my hand,” “all things

are yours,” and “all things work together for good, to them that love God.”

3. IF it ſhould be ſaid, that faith of divine truth, is allowed to devils; and

it has been ſaid on this ſubject, that wicked men do believe; and indeed one

may be allowed as well as the other; the faith of both being of the ſame ſort,

differing only as the degree of their light and knowlege differs; in which

reſpect, the father of lies exceeds, vaſtly exceeds all his children; but in what

then does ſaving faith differ from theirs? -

ANswe R 1. Their faith is natural, and conſiſts only of the dićtates of

natural conſcience, enlightened by revelation; whereas *i. faith, conſiſts

all of things revealed. Heb. xi. 1. Even of the heathen the apoſtle ſays, .
knew God, tho’ they glorified him not as God. Rom. i. 21. But by the goſpel,

men are exalted to heaven, and yet are thereby naturally only expoſed to a

º more dreadful hell; for they who know the maſter's will, and

do it not, ſhall be beaten with many ſtripes.

2. THEIR natural faith, even in caſes where it receives much advantage

from the ſcriptures, as in all unconverted perſons under the goſpel, is ſtill

employed only about things known to natural conſcience; whereas true faith

eſpecially conſiſts of ſuch things in the divine hiſtory, as natural conſcience

has no knowlege of: As moral beauty; or the amiableneſs of divine objects:

The pleaſure of ſubjećtion to inflexible ſovereignty: Seeing with delight, that in

us dwells no good thing, and knowing that all fullneſs is in CHRIST: Senſible

poſſeſſion of the white-ſtone with a new name: Evidence of an anchor within

the vail, &c. As natural conſcience in no caſe has any knowlege of theſe, ſo

theſe conſtitute the difference between the faith of unſanétified men, and of

devils, on one ſide; and the faith of chriſtians on the other. Hence two

things ariſe to view; viz. <- - **

1. The univerſal reaſon of falſe hopes; which is, perſons judging of their

moral ſtate, by what their natural conſciences know of bible things. Men find

they know, and do many things, which are according to the bible, as their
F natural

. . .
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'matural conſciences view the bible in thoſe caſes. And the ſame conſciences

teſtify theſe things are certainly right and good; ſo in that proportion exactly

they are rich, and encreaſed in goods.

2. AN univerſal rule for ſelf-examination; viz. that enquiry ſhould be always

made, in examining our moral ſtate, not whether we have ſuch knowlege or

experience, as natural conſcience has commonly of bible things, or ſuch prac

tice as may ariſe therefrom; for this is the common mean of religious delu

ſion: But whether we know ſuch bible things, as natural conſcience never can

know ; ſome of which have been mentioned above; and whether our manners

are ſuch as the bible aſſures us will always ariſe from ſuch knowlege. The

command therefore is, “let every man prove his own work, and then ſhall

he have rejoicing in himſelf alone,” and flot in the good eſteem which he

thinks is had of him, either in heaven or earth. Galvi. 4.

3. THEIR natural faith never works by love; and ſo never makes holineſs;

whereas chriſtian faith never works otherwiſe; it never fails of as much love,

as there is belief of the truth as in Jesus; or of as much holineſs, as of either.

And ſo theſe two ſorts of faith are enough diſtinguiſhable. , - -

38. But if truth is charaćteriſtic of the divine kingdom; and if the deſign

of that kingdom is to make known, and maintain univerſally and forever, its

own uniformity, and perfeót conſiſtency, then the ſubjects of that kingdom

are immortal. Whatever reaſons determine the divine council, and give being

to the kingdom of truth, the ſame reaſons, with equal force, muſt take place,

to prove the eternity of that kingdom; for there can be no ſhadow of turning

with God. So whatever reaſons determine the deſign of that kingdom as to

men, muſt equally prove them immortally ſubjects of it; and that “this mortal

muſt put on immortality.” I Cºr. xv. 53. hich brings ſeveral things to

view ; as, -

1. Then the nature of the kingdom of truth is invariably the ſame from

eternity to eternity. God is the ſame from everlaſting to everlaſting; and the

ſon of God ſays, I and my father are one; therefore of his kingdom there

can be no end. Dan. vii. 14. - -

2. TheN truth as delineated in the ſcriptures, and explained in the new

teſtament, is in every point, of equally binding force now, as when it firſt

became the ſtandard for faith and practice. Heaven and earth may paſs away,

but the words of truth ſhall not paſs away; they have no alteration. Lu. xxi. 33.

Therefore he who receiveth not theſe words of truth, reječteth CHR Isr, and

ſhall be accordingly judged in the laſt day. john xii. 48.

3. The N the nature of all men is ſuch, that tho' heaven and earth ceaſe in

the preſent viſible ſtate of them, they cannot ceaſe; there can be no end to

human nature. The whole preſent world is nothing for duration, to each

perſon who lives upon it. 'Tis not in the will of God, nor in the power of

all creation, to put an end to any one perſon's exiſtence. Each perſon in the

world, godly or wicked, friend or foe, old or young, will continue in being
as long as angels, as long as being laſts, i. e. forever. There can be no end

to any perſon. For men muſt continue as long as the kingdom of which they

are ſubjects. Therefore expreſſions importing endleſs exiſtence, are uſed of

men throughout the bible. --

4. Then, though 'tis appointed to all men once to die; yet there is no
appointment, nor can be any, to bring them to an end. Death is only the end

of preſence, not of exiſtence, to any perſon at all.

- . THEN a future flate of exiſtence is juſt as evident, as that there is a

kingdom of truth, or that men are ſubjected to its laws. -

6. TREN
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6. Then as certainly as men are not all conformed to thoſe laws, and par.

takers ºf the truth, to the ſaving purpoſes of its kingdom; juſt ſo certain is

the doćtrine of future rewards and puniſhments; by which thoſe who are of

the truth, ſhall be glorified for ever, while the reſt endure unquenchable fire.

7. The N we ſee the reaſon of the difference of ſuch future retributions,

viz. Not barely that the ſubjects were in a ſtate of truth, or of falſhood; but

that they have deliberately found their delight in the one or the other, Love

or delight, is what gives character to the children of truth, and the children

of falſhood. Every perſon is, as he finds delight. He who finds his pleaſure

in the truth, is of the truth; and he who finds his pleaſure in falſhood, is a

child of falſhood; and this nevertheleſs for his way of falſhood bearing a

high reſemblance to the way of holineſs. For we muſt not love in word, or

in tongue, but in deed, and in truth; and hereby we know that we are of the

truth, and ſhall aſſure our hearts before him. I john iii, 18, 19. But whoſo

ever loveth, and maketh a lie, ſhall not enter the heavenly city. Rev. xxii.

14, 15. -

ºBut then, on the whole, there muſt be a reſurrećtion; and that reſur

rection muſt be univerſal. For 'tis obvious, that truth and conſiſtency do not,

cannot perfectly take place in this ſtate of things; and 'tis as evident, that they

can't in any other ſtate without a reſurre&tion. And of courſe, whatſoever

injuries, or inequalities take place in this preſent ſtate of things, which is

evidently imperfect, they ſhall be recompenced at the reſurrečtion, Luke xiv. 14,

and ſet in order when the Lord returns. And as this will naturally require the

aćtual compleat preſence of all individuals, who were ever ſubječted to the laws

of the kingdom of truth; ſo truth has aſſured all men, that even though they

are in their graves, or in the depths of the ſea, or wherever, they ſhall come

forth, thoſe who have done good, unto the reſurre&tion of life; and thoſe

who have done evil, to the reſurrection of damnation. john v. 29. On

which obſerve, . . . .

1. That as ſelf conſiſtent truth is alike preſent every where; and as every

particle of matter is direétly before the eyes of that truth; ſo from the nature

of the caſe, it is impoſſible that divine power ſhould be at any loſs to find the

ſame bodies which died, whatever changes theſe bodies paſs thro' after death,

and before the reſurrečtion; if he deſigns the raiſed body ſhall conſiſt of the

ſame particles of matter. And as he can be at no loſs where they be, having

been eye witneſs of their places, changes, and uſes, every moment fince the

death of the numberleſs bodies they compoſed; ſo he can be at no loſs how to

bring them together. He who by a word, can make the earth and ſea give up

their dead; can by the ſame means, with equal eaſe, make the parts neceſſary

to conſtitute the ſame body, aſſemble each to other, throughout the whole

globe, inſtantly to compoſe the riſing body. Why therefore ſhould anythink

it a thing impoſſible for God to raiſe the dead Aás xxvi. 8. -

2. But as every human body continuing a number of years in this life, ſhifts

and changes its conſtituting parts; as is evident not only by the quantities of

aliment received, and the numerous very different diſcharges made, eſpecially

that by perſpiration; but by the viſible alterations of countenance, ſize and

ſhapes, and various ſtages of life: So any of thoſe ſetts of particles, as truly

may conſtitute the ſame body in the reſurrection, as it did in its own ſtage of

life. But,

3. Why all theſe inventions, ſince truth, both in word and faët, has made

the whole affair plain enough. I Cor. xv. 3i. and onward to 49. The que

flion is propoſed; “how are the dead raiſed,” or “with what body do th.
COme:
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come?” And inſtantly charges the queſtion to the account of ſtupid ignorance,

in the following manner; viz. Thou fool! Does not the ſame grain of wheat

which thou ſoweſt, ſpring up and grow? Yet that which grows, is a very

different thing from the grain which was ſowed; and to produce ſuch growth, the

grain which was ſowed muſt die. So in the reſurrection, the ſame body which

died ſhall riſe, although it ſhall have very different qualities, “it was ſovn a

natural body, it ſhall be raiſed a ſpiritual body, &c.” All this is alſo illuſtrated

by the body of Christ, before and after his reſurreàion; or in a more ſtriking

point of light, by the body of the firſt Adam, whoſe º: we now poſſeſs§

and by that of Christ after his reſurrečtion, like which the raiſed bodies o

his people ſhall be.’ So that 'tis as eaſy to know what body ſhall riſe, as to

know with what body Christ aroſe, who was the firſt fruit of them who

fleep. I Cor. xv. 20. - . - *

4o. But then, in order that the rights of truth ſhould be vindicated, and

perfect and univerſal conſiſtency take place, there muſt be a general judgment.

A reſurrection is of neceſſity, in order to a univerſal adjuſtment, which 'tis

evident is not obtained in the preſent ſtate; and which 'tis as evident muſt

take place, in a kingdom, whoſe characteriſtic is natural ſelf-conſiſtency. But

a reſurre&tion only furniſhes attendants on that grand final court of righteouſ

meſs; the only immediate reaſon for a reſurre&tion, is, to open the way for

the following judgment. Concerning the laſt judgment, truth has given us a

moſt circumſtantial account, in the divine hiſtory; as that all men, both

living and dead, ſhall be brought before that judgment ſeat, 2 Tin. iv. 1:

and not only their open condućt, but the ſecrets of their hearts ſhäll then be

judged, Rom. ii. 16. and theſe not in a private manner; for they ſhall be pub

liſhed as on the houſe top; for the words of the truth, are, “whatſoever ye

have ſpoken in darkneſs, ſhall be heard in the light; and that which ye

have ſpoken in the ear, in cloſets, ſhal be proclaimed on the houſe tops.”

Luke xii. 3. neither will there be any exception of things ſuppoſed to be well

done; or of things ſuppoſed too groſs for publick light. “For God ſhall

bring every work into judgment, with every ſecret thing, whether it be good,

or whether it be evil.” Eccl. xii. 14. And juſt as each perſon's love, and its

influence on his life, ſhall be then found to have been, ſo ſhall he be judged.

Rev. xxii. 12. The place of this judgment, will be the vaſt expanſe of the

airy heavens. I Thºſ iv. 15.-17. The method of collecting this aſſembly,

will be the conduct of angels, Matt. xxiv. 31. Pſal. l. And as the dead in

CHR1st will riſe firſt, and be direétly caught up to be with the LoRD, and

be openly acquitted, and admitted into their judge's joy; ſo they ſhall be

aſſeſſors with him of all others to be judged, 1 Cor. vi. 2. The three publick

regiſters, by which the world will be judged, are the books of conſcience,

omniſcience, and the law; as referred to, together with the book in which

the elect are enrolled. Rev. xx. 12. The iſſues of judgment will be; to thoſe

who were of the truth, come ye bleſſed inherit the kingdom, which your

dear loved truth has prepared for you; and to all others, depart ye curſed to

the chains, in fire and brimſtone, which ſelf-conſiſtency always aſſured you

of Matt. xxv. 31, &c. The ſame paſſage alſo intimates, the reaſon of theſe

different iſſues to be love, and hatred to the truth, ſo natural and genuine,

that the reſpective ſubjećts are pointed out, as not having diſtinétly remarked

theſe as the true ſprings of their paſt lives; ſo they ſay, “when ſaw we thee”

in ſuch circumſtances, and did, or did not, thus and thus unto thee The

conſequence of the judgment, is a never ending eſtabliſhment in the love and

joy of the truth; or in ſuch an unalterable ſenſe of confirmed averſion to that

- - truth,
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truth, which can't but be ſtill, and always immediately preſent; as muſt

forever maintain torture in the conſcience. See Matt. xxv. 14–30. Then,

1. 'Tis not of ſo much importance to us, how temporal matters determine

at preſent; for there is a day coming, when that which is right ſhall be ap

proved, and crowned before all the world, however it was treated among

men; and when that which was wrong, however ſupported by open violence

or ſly deceit, ſhall be overhaled, and receive its juſt reward. And all this

is juſt as certain, as that Jesus CHR 1st aroſe from the dead. Acts xvii. 31.

For thereby aſſurance of that day's work is now given to all men, by truth

itſelf. * . . . -

2. Let thoſe who now ſuffer unjuſtly, and can't obtain right, believe to

ſatisfaction, the teſtimony of truth concerning that day, when he will judge

the world in righteouſ,eſs; and rowl their burthen on the Lo R p, till that day.

And eſpecially let ſuch as ſuffer for the ſake of truth, be aſſured, that when he

mäketſ inquiſition for blood, he will remember them; for he forgetteth not

the cry of the humble. Pſal. ix. 12. and let them comfort one another with

theſe words. . . . . . . ; . . . . . - -

3. Then let oppreſſors and proud boaſters fear, for their day is coming;

and though they cover themſelves with reaſons, excuſes, and the ſtrength of

power, it ſhall not avail them. For the wicked cannot ſtand in the judgment.

41. As we have ſeen, that truth is the only fountain of happineſs; and that

the ſame truth, by means of contrariety in the ſubject, proves the ſource of all

the torture of the guilty; ſo we find reaſon for ſeveral important concluſions.

1. That as from the nature of things, and from common fact, it is evident, -

to the guilty, than the truth; ſo this beingthat nothing can be moreºf
#1 his kingdom; there needs nothing to conſtithe charaćter of God, and of a

tute a perfect hel], but for a guilty conſcience to be ſenſibly confirmed in its

guit, and confided to the immediate beholding of that GoD, whoſe known

chaya ter is original truth. Hence that moſt remarkable deſcription of hell,

as taking its finiſhing ingredient from the preſence of CHR 1st, who as making

Gop manifeſt, was truth itſelf, viz. Rev. xiv. io. “tormented with fire an

imºone, in the preſence of the holy angels, and in the preſence of the
famb.” - a

2. We ſce a reaſºn for all the fiery emblems uſed in ſcripture to deſcribe the

fate of torment. Truth is the moſt tormenting thing, that guilt can meet

with ; ſo a cºnſciouſneſs of the knowledge and unavoidable preſence of truth,

and in that ſame point of view, in which it was always deſpiſed, viz. as exem

plified in CHR 1st, muſt make and maintain the ſharpeſt ſenſe of torture,

which a conſcience can feel. This is therefore figured by burning with fire;

which is moſt terrible to nature, eſpecially when kindled by brimſtone.

3. Therefore all ſcriptural metaphors of departing, being baniſłed, and ſuch

like, refer, not to real preſence, for that can't e avoided, but to ſmiling

preſence, and open acceptance; ſuch as the lovers of the truth ſhall enjoy

for ever. So we find the moſt emphatical account of the happineſs of the

bleſſed, in Rev. vii. 15–17, as deriving from the ſame divine preſence,

which is the ſource of torment in Rev. xiv. Io.

4. WE ſee then a reaſon, why divine objećts are in the bible repreſented

by fire; viz. Becauſe of that truth by which they are divine: And as the truth

of God, which is the reaſon of torment to the guilty, is alſo equally the

ſource of heaven itſelf; to ſuch as can't find life out of the truth; ſo we ſee

the native import of that ſacred motive on chriſtians, to love and ſerve the

LoRD, viz. Becauſe their God is a conſuming fire. Heb. xii. 28. 29.

-- * * * º - 42.But

-º

*
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42. But if God is truth, and his univerſal kingdom is juſt like himſelf,

then divine providence is truth put in pračtice, by the Lord of all things;

:* to Pſal. xxxiii. 4. “All his works are done in truth,” and ſo

we lee,

1. A reaſon why no perſon in the world is pleaſed naturally, with any.

thing done by divine providence, unleſs ſomething beſide the mere expreſſion

of truth, or the will of God, can be ſeen in it; as that it has ſome favourable,

aſpect to ſelf intereſt, or private views; then indeed we can naturally take

pleaſure in providences, becauſe we conſider them partial in our favour. So,

that the providential works of God, do naturally no further appear beau

tiful and lovely, than we can diveſt them of truth, their only native beauty.

And this will be manifeſt" to all who underſtand, that men are lovers of

themſelves more than lovers of God. 2 Tin. iii. 2, 4

2. We ſee alſo the heinous nature of this offence at providence, chargeable

on the nature of all men; 'tis offence at the condućt of truth, and equally,

É. the ſubječt to be the ſeed of falſhood; and that wrath is coming out.

or it is the expreſs doćtrine of the bible, that the LoRD cometh to execute

judgment on murmurrers, complainers, &c. againſt him. Jude 14–16,

This fault-finding and diſpleaſure at the mere work of truth, throughout the

kingdom of providence, is ſo natural, ſo common and faſhionable; that it

feems to be little more diſtinčtly perceived, and blamed, among men, than

fpeaking or breathing. Therefore, we find the meaſure and teſt of truth

taking place among men, is, the deaf ſhall hear the words of the book; the

{corner ſhall be conſumed; jacob ſhall fear the God of Iſrael, and they that

murmured hall learn doctrine. Iſai. xxix. 18. –24. - -

3. We ſee reaſon why all who are pleaſed with mere providence, do always

feel the ſame ſort of peace, pleaſure and happineſs, as in the enjoyment of,

God. . Therefore the nature, and the works of God, are alike the matter of

joy and praiſe. Pſal. cvii. 8. 15. &c.

Lastly. We ſee the ſum of the anſwer to Pilate's queſtion, in theſe par

ticulars, viz. º

1. God, his nature, and all his attributes and perfe&tions, are truth, in its

firſt and moſt important ſenſe. His proper diſtinction is, GOD of truth.

Deut. xxxii. 4.

2. Jesus CHR 1st as a divine perſon, and as perfectly expreſſing God to

men, is in equal ſenſe, the truth. john xiv. 6.

3. The holy ghoſt, as the great ºfficient of all divine purpoſes, and as
repreſented in the genuine influence of all the words, and all the works of

God, on the conſciences of men, is truth. I john v. 6. And for this reaſon

ſtiled, the ſpirit of the truth. john. xiv. 17.

4. The work which Jesus CHR 1st came to do, and which is the only

obedience of merit, in which therefore all the hope of ſinners lies, itſelf being

the only perfect practical righteouſneſs, is truth, in fact, through which only

we are ſaved. 2 Theſ, ii. 13. -

. The ſcriptures, as the only perfect literal deſcription of the Godhead.

ani the only hiſtory of his kingdom, and its righteouſneſs, is in the ſame

fenſe, truth itſelf. John xvii. 17. -

6. The ſaving work of the ſpirit of God, through belief of the word of
God, and by which finners are made artakers of the divine nature, and

have fellowſhip with God, is truth. 1 John ii. 27. -

7. The whole kingdom of God, as including the creation and government
of all things, is original truth, exemplified in facts. All his works are done

in truth. Pſa. xxxiii. 4. 8. NATURAL.
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8. Natural ſelf confiſting truth, in the laſt and moſt finiſhed repreſen

tation of it to men, is the diſtinguiſhing charaćter of that kingdom, of which

Jesus Christ was born lord and king. It was all repreſented in types, in

the Jewiſh ſtate of the church; and the whole of that ſtate of the church was

type, or typical. But now the truth is come, which was all along meant by

thoſe types. To be partifular,

1. That ſtate of the church was national, equally extenſive as Abraham's

blood; and is mimicked ſtill by ſeveral eccleſiaſtical conſtitutions, who like the

Jews, hold to the type, and believe not that the truth meant by it, is come.

Others are only longing for it, but are unhappy in that, after extending their

views of church ſtate, and crowding into it as many, and thoſe of the earth's

great ones, as they can, are left to wait the want of the typical, i. e. national

glory to the church. Inſtead of which we have now a church ſtate, equally

extenſive as Abraham's faith; confifting only of ſuch as appear to have that

faith, which is the truth meant by that typical ſtate of the church, Heb. xii.

18—20.

2.* covenant, by which that ſtate of the church was diſtinguiſhed from

other nations, as a type, with its temple, altar, holy place, and ſacrifices, are

all now ſupplanted by the truth meant in all thoſe caſes; i. e. by the new

covenant, and the true temple, altar, and ſacrifice of Jesus CHRist. 8 and

$9 chap. of Heb.

3. THEY had the typical jeruſalem, a ſeat of worſhip; chriſtians have the

truth which anſwers to that type; in which God, by the goſpel is now ſeeking

worſhippers. Žohn iv. 20–24.

4. They had the three great church offices, of king, prieſt and prophet;

of all which we have now the truth in Jesus CHR 1st. Heb. ix. 23, 24. and

elſewhere. For the preſent ſtate of the kingdom of CHRIST, is exactly the

truth of thoſe types and patterns, which conſtituted that ſtate of the church,

and ſo his kingdom is a kingdom of truth.

5. As in that ſtate of the church, only thoſe who were ceremonially clean,

had acceſs to the types of holy fellowſhip; ſo now, only ſaints or holy ones,

have true fellowſhip with the holy one.

6. But as the laſt ſcene of truth, i.e. heaven itſelf, is not yet fully come;

ſo divers things are as inſtituted ſigns of what truth has ſaid and done referring

to that laſt ſcene, are of divine obligation now, and to be viewed as ſumma

ries, and memorials of truth; and as ſure preſages of the laſt and bliſsful

ſcene approaching. Such are the ſabbath, ſacraments, &c.

7. But truth will never be known, and enjoyed in a perfect manner, till

that laſt ſcene opens; and then that which is perfect being come, that which

is part ſhall be done away, for ever more. -

8. THEN 'tis very evident on the whole, and ſafe to be determined,

1. Who are chriſtians, and who are not, viz. ſuch as from knowlege and

poſſeſſion of truth, are governed in heart and life, juſt as love always

governs to its objećts, are chriſtians, and 'tis as evident no others are ſo. “He

that loveth, is of God.”

2. Who are to be conſidered and treated by others as being chriſtians,

and who not, viz. ſuch as own the truth, and walk as if they were influenced

by it, will always appear to be chriſtians, and muſt be treated accordingly;

but none who are deſtitute of either, can ſo appear, or conſequently be juſtly

ſo treated. This is exačtly that confeſſing of CHR is T, which determines this

affair. 1 John iv. 1–6.

w 3. Who
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3. Who are to be admitted to viſible communion, and who not, viz. ſ.ch

as appear to be delivered from that natural ſelf-eſteem which governs all men,

while ſubjects of falſhood, and to have found their ſupream delight in divine

truth, let all other things be as they will, muſt be received, and no other.

This principle will diſtinguiſh and crown the Philadelphian ſtate of the church

deſcribed Rev. iii. 7–13. into which perhaps we are now entering.

4. We may abſolutely determine row the character of every perſon who

will finally poſſeſs the laſt and glorious ſcene of truth's dominion, and who

cannot, viz. ſuch as are ſo poſſeſſed of truth as to be engroſſed by its domi

nion now in this life, ſhall infallibly continue in its glory for ever and ever.

—All the reſt of mankind, though they ſay, Lord, Lord! with ever to .

much devotion, yet as the ſweet pleaſure of their hearts here is not in the

truth, ſo on the ſame account they will with certainty be excluded the glorious,

delightful, and interminable ſcenes, which truth has prepared for all who

delight in them.

So eternity depends on this ſhort life, and that which fixes the iſſues is

heart's delight. Nor will the leaſt regard be paid to appearances of any ſort,

or in any degree, againſt the determining evidence of genuine love. For

the language of truth ſtill is, john xiv. 21. “He that hath my command

ments and keepeth them, he it is that loveth me; and he that loveth me, ſhall

be loved of my father, and I will love him, and will manifeſt myſelf to him.”

For 1 john iv. 7, &c. “Love is of God, and every one that loveth is born

of God, and knoweth GoD,--for God is love.” Whereas the multitudes

of all diſtinčtions, who receive not the love of the truth, but have pleaſure in

unrighteouſneſs, are given up to ſtrong deluſions, to believe that which is

falſe, that they may be damned. 2 7 ºff. ii. ic—12. But every perſon who

has the truth dwelling in him, ſhall be kept in the love of Gop, looking
for the mercy of ourf. Jrsus CHR 1st to eternal life, who only is able to

keep them from falling, and to preſent them faultleſ, before the preſence of his

glory, with exceeding joy; to whom, as the only wiſe Gop, our favour, be

glory and majeſty, dominion and Power, both now and ever. AM-x.
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